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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Could the massive monster be on the rise again?

T

he vast state owned mechanical workshops
housed at Koedoespoort, just outside
Pretoria, was once a massive monster
employing thousands and a showpiece of the
South African railways industry. I am sure
thousands of engineers, artisans and
apprentices can fondly remember doing their
'time' at this facility. The facility still employs large
numbers with close to 3 700 employees of the
total 13 000 employees countrywide located at
Koedoespoort.
Opened in 1954 Koedoespoort encompasses
94 hectares (230 acres) with virtually all the
disciplines associated with mechanical
engineering on site, and more. There was even a
police station located at the facility. As you can
imagine with so much space available the sheds, as they were referred to, were
of large proportions with the largest totaling 37 630 m².
It was inevitable that there would be change, and today the facility is a
shadow of what it once was. In 1990 its owner the South African Transport
Services re-registered as Transnet Limited.
As a result of the name change Transnet Rail Engineering (TRE) was born
and TRE is now the African continent's largest rail engineering organisation by
far. It supplies and maintains the rolling stock used by both Transnet Freight
Rail, South Africa's main-line freight railway operator, and PRASA, the
Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa, the country's passenger rail carrier.
TRE was formed as a separate division and now operates as a portfolio of
eight national product-focused businesses: namely locomotives, coaches,
wagon, foundry, rolling stock equipment, rotating machines, and wheels and
auxiliary.
As much of South Africa's rolling stock was very old, the introduction of new
technology was an urgent priority. Much of the earlier technology was no longer
supported with spares, and repairs were becoming problematic. TRE undertook
various remanufacturing programmes where, particularly, locomotives were
stripped completely and rebuilt to new condition once more. However, these
remanufacturing initiatives also allowed TRE engineers to upgrade the
technology at the same time, replacing older analogue-type control systems
with modern microprocessor based systems.
In the more recent past, it has been supplying both rolling stock and
technical support services to South Africa's neighbouring states such as
Botswana, Namibia and Angola among others. Now TRE is ambitiously looking
at supplying railway transport equipment to countries that are not African.
On a recent visit to Koedoespoort for the launch of the 43 class
43000 locomotives which forms part of Transnet's current R110 billion
5-year capital investment programme it is very evident that investment is
taking place. Not all the old equipment has been replaced but there are
the latest generation machines in the foundry, machine and laser shop.
To a certain extent what used to be imported is now being manufactured locally
by TRE themselves and the private sector.
The questions I pose though is why is not more being done within TRE when
you consider wheels are still being imported, and why is the private sector not
being engaged to supply more components? But that poses another
question: Does the private sector have the
capacity to participate in the more than
R800 billion government infrastructure spend?
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VIEW

POINT

“Turkey created 1,7 million jobs in the last 12 months.”

W

hen the opportunity came to visit Turkey late last year I
jumped at it as it would be a first. Apprehension in the
family was understandable as there had been two recent
earthquakes, as well as Turkey's proximity to Iraq, Iran and Syria
and you don't want to go courting disaster.
However the planned trip was to visit a manufacturer
(see story in International News) that is based very much in the
west of Turkey and the earthquakes had occurred in the east. In
fact, more than 1 600 kilometres away. So the risk was minimal.
Times have been tough for Turkey in recent years, and they've
been just as bad for its currency, the lira. The Turkish lira has been
the second-worst performing currency of the year, behind the
South African rand. In 2011 the lira tumbled 18%. This is as a result
of the emerging economies suffering in the global financial crisis.
Turkish delight
However Turkey was fortunate to have their own economic
crisis some years earlier. By the time the global financial crisis
came around in 2008, Turkey had already finished the diet of
belt-tightening and bad debt workouts that the West had only just
embarked on. As a result the country's slimmed-down banks
came through the Lehman Brothers debacle remarkably well.
What is more, years of austerity had also left the entire country
with much more manageable finances.
Now Turkey, once home of the Ottoman Empire - one of the
most powerful empires in the world before its demise in the
1920s - is on the rise again, with its economy proving to be one
of the strongest in the European region.
Reports say the country's economy is comfortably
outstripping its pre-recession highs and according to reports has
grown 9 % over the last two years.
This is qualified by in a recent interview by Richard Quest
on CNN's Quest Means Business programme with the
Turkish Foreign Minister who is quoted as saying "Turkey created
1, 7 million jobs in the last 12 months."
Jobs created in the agriculture sector have been contributing
massively to the overall figures for the past few years. This sector
has expanded in seven of the past eight years and accounts for
5.6 million jobs out of around 25 million in total, according to
official statistics (Industry is virtually equal at 24.7%). As of

September 2011, Turkey's jobless rate was at 8.8 per cent, way
below the average 2009 rate of 14 per cent.
The growth is easily witnessed. A new international airport in
the capital Istanbul, the city where east meets west, building of
roads, apartments and bustling streets full of tourists in both
Bursa and Istanbul, the two cities I visited.
This is all despite the fact that the troubles that beset the
country with the government being under threat politically, the
military still trying to rule as it has done in the past and the
country's wealthier getting wealthier and an economy run by a
few conglomerates. Dejavu.
Like Turkey South Africa has had a turbulent past. The
financial sector did put in measures to curb debt before the
actual world crisis took hold, and it was only in the last 20 years
that the country started trading seriously with the rest of the world,
so much so that it now wants to be a member of the Eurozone.
Turkey has substantial mineral resources, some strategic, it
produces 29 million metric tons of steel (South Africa less than
10 million), just over a million cars are manufactured annually, the
Government has incentives in place to support local manufacture
and reforms have been put in place to benefit labour.
The similarities between South Africa and Turkey abound. Yet
Turkey is growing rapidly and South Africa is not and here are a
few vital indications why I think so.
Through the privatisation policy, the Turkish government
displaced many workers from the state enterprises. The
government initiated the privatisation of the large scale
organisations to form an attractive ambiance for the private
sectors. SMEs now play a particularly important role in the
Turkish economy, because of their number and because of the
large share of the workforce involved. The government authorities
have also for many years carried out a variety of programmes to
support these enterprises. There are no BEE, BBBEE, compliance,
scorecards, ratings, and whatever else B and E you name it,
otherwise you cannot do business with the corrupt gravy train club.
The Turkish labour force is also well-known for its dedication
and motivation, and labour productivity in the manufacturing
sector is continuously increasing.
All this is attracting sizeable foreign investment and exports are
increasing - fundamental to growth and prosperity in any country.

This is the viewpoint of Bruce Crawford, Editor of Metalworking News
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Latest release of the world's
most powerful sheet metal
CAD/CAM software from Radan
This month's cover features Stillam CNC Programming Solutions,
the Sub Saharan distributor for EdgeCAM, Alphacam, Cabinet Vision and
Radan sheet metal CAD/CAM software.

E

nhanced tagging, nesting and bending features for
Radan 2012 R1
The latest release of the world's most powerful sheet metal
CAD/CAM software, Radan, contains significant enhancements
to the popular Tagging function, along with additional
functionality for the Nesting module, and even better Unfolding
capabilities for press brakes.
Radan 2012 R1 offers advances in profiling, punching and
bending, offering more control over the powerful nesting
process as well as being more flexible when it comes to using
micro joints on profiling machines. Radan 3D and Radbend
now have an automated connection which ensures even more
accurate unfoldings.

 Amongst the benefits for Radan 2012 R1 users:
Enhanced tagging
The user now has greater control over the application
of tags and micro joints to help the production process.
A combination of more sophisticated control over the
placement of tags based on profile type and size and the
addition of end tags will help the separation of parts and
scrap.
With this greater control over applying tags and micro joints
in Radprofile, Radan product manager Olaf Körner says:
"There is much more flexibility as to where tags and micro
joints can be placed, as changes to the Rules and Styles
settings means the application and appearance of tags
depends on the size of a profile.
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"And with the End Tag, previous versions of Radan used
single tag settings, which cancel out any other tag placement.
The addition of End Tags enables the software to move from a
single tag only, to a smart lead-in placement that can work with
multiple micro joints. The End Tag allows the profile end to be
identified as an overburn or gap which will then leave
a tag."
Nesting
New Nesting for Common Cutting - Intelligent Nesting for
Complex Parts: "Additional functionality has been added to give
users greater control over common cutting," says Olaf Körner.
"Introducing the Same Part option means users can specify the
maximum number of the same part they want nesting together
for common cutting. With multiple parts on each sheet, the
Same Part function means the nester will find the right pattern
for numerous shapes while keeping each shape within it
specified batch, as well as allowing for the best common cut,
which improves machine times."
Nesting user interface: The user interface has been made
even more intuitive whilst increasing the flexibility. Common
functions have been brought more to the surface, immediately
within the user's reach, and the location of nesting data and
generated nests can now be more freely determined.
Common Part Priorities: Multiple parts in the nest list can
now be easily manipulated either by using bulk-edit to edit
properties that are common across parts, or by using
individual multi edits.


Sheet priorities
Expanding on the material utilisation introduced in the
previous release, bringing in Sheet Priorities in 2012 R1 means
even greater efficiency and cost savings. It allows a priority to
be set against a sheet size, which ensures that particular size
will be used before considering other sizes. Sheet sizes with
the same priority will be compared on utilisation.
Updated unfolding with Radbend
Creating NC code for press brakes, or even just to verify
manufacturability, has implications regarding the bend
allowances used during the unfolding process. Enhancements
to unfolding within Radbend mean the 3D model is now
automatically updated with the information from Radbend and
can be bent within the correct parameters as specified.
Interactive tool list
Programming punching and combination machine tools
now has the added assistance of an interactive and dynamic
tool list, which lets users view the suitability and usage of a
machine and its tools, as well as verifying loading the tool
within the machine.
Improved documentation
Optionally filled parts and sheets offer users even
easier-to-read printed graphical documents, with thumbnails
now always drawn on a white background. Users are ensured
consistent graphics, regardless of screen preferences.
About Stillam CNC Programming Solutions
Stillam is the Sub Saharan distributor for EdgeCAM,
Alphacam, Cabinet Vision and Radan sheet metal
CAD/CAM software.
EdgeCAM is a complete CAM software solution for
production machining and mould & die applications with an
extensive range of 2-5 Axis milling, turning and mill/turn
strategies, seamless CAD integration and sophisticated
automation tools. EdgeCAM is a brand within the Planit Group.
Radan is one of the most powerful sheet metal CAD/CAM
software in the world, helping customers increase their
material utilisation and reduce inventory - and offers a
significant return on investment. Radan is a principal brand of
the Planit Group - recently ranked by CIMdata as the world's
fastest growing CAM vendor, with most industrial users.
Alphacam offers a multitude of applications for doors,
windows, cabinets, stairs and panels. Anything in wood, from 2D
fascia doors to complex 5-Axis stair handrails can be produced
easily and quickly. Alphacam has such flexibility that is bound
to have a solution for your needs, whatever they might be.
Cabinet Vision has been award-winning software for
woodworking professionals since 1983. The Cabinet Vision Solid
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product line is widely recognised as a major technological
advancement for the industry. The products use solid modeling
technology to create true three-dimensional presentations of
the final product on-screen, while simultaneously generating
the necessary information for the shop floor. Cabinet Vision
products keep the simple tasks easy and make the complex
jobs possible.
Stillam is situated in the hub of Johannesburg's
manufacturing industry and has reseller agencies in Durban,
Port Elizabeth and Cape Town who manage all sales, support
and training in their region. The facilities in Johannesburg
include a training centre, which caters for up to 10 candidates
at a time, and a conference facility for all user groups and
conferences which are held throughout the year.
Stillam delivers world class support and backup and has a
team of highly trained
professionals who
themselves attend
international training
courses to further
enhance their skills to be
able to deliver the best
possible service available.
Both in house and onsite
training and support are
offered in all the provinces.
For more information
contact the local
agent Stillam on
TEL: 011 663 2600 or
visit www.stillam.com

The melting area

With the purchase of Crown Cast the company intends extending its
'Fast or free' service and delivery campaign, that has made it one of the
most successful niche metal stockists and service centres in South Africa,
to the world of ferrous casting.

F

ounder and CEO of the Sovereign Steel group of
companies since 1995, Anthony Nathan has developed a
strategy to set Sovereign Steel apart from other steel
merchants by its business model of speedy service while not
compromising on quality.
So successful has this strategy been that the company
now boasts its offer of 'Fast or it's free' in all its promotional
and advertising material. In fact it goes as far as to challenge
clients to put them to the test.
Sovereign Steel sees itself as one of the largest
independent niche service centre companies in South Africa.
The company has about 16 000 m² of inventory and
manufacturing space in Elandsfontein, Gauteng, their head
office. This facility serves as the "hub" for the group to
consolidate shared services and synergies within the company.
Other facilities are located in Wadeville, two in
Vanderbijlpark, Pinetown in KwaZulu Natal, and two operations
in the Germiston area where various processing of steel and
other metals takes place.
Up until now the company has focused its attention on
supplying hollow bar, carbon steels, alloy steel, round bar,
bright drawn bar, bi-metal band saw blades, coil processing,
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heat treatment, forgings, flame and laser cutting of plates, to a
variety of manufacturing and engineering clients. Shot-blasting
and NDT testing facilities are offered too.
"These are interesting times in which metal service centres
find themselves. Many are finding that they have to increase
scale or offer some degree of fabricating and beneficiating
services to help them stand out among other metal
distributors. We have seen consolidation in the industry
and to a certain extent a shrinking manufacturing base"
explained Nathan.
Experienced companies know there are opportunities in
these changing times and Sovereign Steel is looking across the
industry for them.
The East Rand steel processor and distributor Sovereign
Steel is not a stranger to changing paradigms nor is it afraid
of striving for a dominant position in markets that it enters.
That is because the company was founded on principals
that mean it will always cause waves even without being
confrontational.
To the outside world the company may seem radical due to
its claims and outwardly confident way of doing business.
But insiders know that these claims are anything but frivolous,

rather their service guarantees have been investigated, tried
and proven before being offered in the marketplace.
Now with the purchase of ferrous foundry Crown Cast,
Nathan intends implementing the same strategy in the casting
field.
But casting is a different process to what processing and
distributing of steel products is, I challenged Nathan.
"Speed of delivery will always outshine the competitor"
Nathan retorted.
"The strategy behind the fast-developing success story of
Sovereign Steel is living up to its globally-trademarked brand
promise, namely to be Earth's fastest steel company. We are
known as the Speed Merchants of the industry."
He continues, "The fast or free campaign is an example of
this. It's simple - we back up our service offering with an
unconditional guarantee - "it's fast or it's free". This campaign
lets the customer decide when they want the steel to be
delivered and set a delivery time either regular, fast or super
fast. Fast and super fast clients pay a premium for the service
but get it when expected - no later or free entirely."
Customer first
Should fast deliveries be late they are free and although
thousands of deliveries have already taken place under these
terms it has only happened on three or four occasions that
deliveries were late (and free as a result) according to Nathan.
Self-imposed penalties for late deliveries - even regular
speed deliveries, range from 25% to free (for super speed) and
everything in-between. There are no excuses due to any reason
whether it is an act-of-God, traffic jams or anything along
the way.
"With us it's not just an empty promise, it's a guarantee
and commitment. If a customer orders an F-Series
consignment (Fl being the fastest) with a specified date and
time then that is what they will get come hell or high water."
Getting it right
"Obviously it is not in our interest to lose money so we
make sure that by the time we make such guarantees to the
market we have satisfied ourselves that we will get it right
almost 100% of the time otherwise we wouldn't do it."
According to Nathan, the response from their other markets
has been outstanding and has
enabled the company to grow
exponentially. Even companies loyal
to other suppliers have been so
impressed that they have made the
switch to Sovereign as a business
imperative. These customers include
major mining houses, engineering
businesses, trading companies and
the general trade.
Prices of Sovereign Steel are on
par with other suppliers and it seems
their success can be attributed to
service. Customer service that has
won the day, and led to many
satisfied customers and new
customers making the switch.
Crown Cast
However, expansion is always on
the cards and Nathan is constantly
on the lookout for other opportunities
in new markets. Crown Cast is one
such interesting acquisition.
Nathan explains the acquisition:

"The company's strategy is to only operate in markets where it
can be a dominant player and where its particular way of doing
business will benefit customers. In this way the company is
able to use its strengths to benefit customers in that market."
"In some cases we enter a market and make a proposition
based on how we do business across all our business units.
Some old "stalwarts" may see these as outrageous because it
is not how they do business, but ultimately, we believe we know
what we are doing," Nathan smiles.
The Crown Cast opportunity arose when the owner was
looking to divest. "At first we were going to do a service and
delivery operation. However it soon became clear that the
synergy between our business and Crown Cast was more than
what we initially thought."
"In simple terms let me explain. We did a survey and found
that many of our thousands of clients were purchasing castings
in various forms and amounts. When we did the survey of
Crown Cast's 100-odd clients we found that most of them were
purchasing processed steel in some form or other. It was a
no-brainer not to put the two businesses together and start
implementing our successful strategy from Sovereign Steel into
the foundry operation."
"We are confident that we will be able to convert clients to
purchase from one source and this will not only lead to organic
growth, extend our customer base as well as our service
offerings."
"You are right that the foundry business is completely
different to what we have always operated in and yes, I had
little or no idea of the industry beforehand but after studying
the Castings Industries Directory and other sources I knew
what the market was about, including who the players are and
their capabilities."
"Technically I will be challenged initially but to overcome
this we have hired experts in the field to run the manufacturing
aspects."
"We have appointed Isi Kilongozi, who has a Masters
in Engineering Metallurgy and has been running our
heat treatment facility for a number of years, as the
General Manager of Crown Cast, and he will be ably advised
by Derek Malone and Bill Hoadly. Andy Anderson will remain
on as the interim CEO and all of the over 100 existing
employees will be kept on."


Isi Kilongozi the new General Manager of Crown Cast
with Anthony Nathan, MD and founder of Sovereign Steel
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Crown Cast has its own
pattern shop

Crown Cast is capable of
manufacturing castings up to 1.6 tons

Shaking up the market
"We only go into a market if we know that we will be able
to do a better job immediately and quickly gain a significant
position in that market, otherwise it can lead to protracted
fights that cost everyone - even the customer."
"The company always seeks ways of winning new customers
and better serving existing ones. In this way the team is able to
constantly improve while growing the business and meeting
objectives and goals. Our culture at Sovereign Steel of speed,
quality and service will be implemented immediately and the
market will soon realise that instead of getting their castings in
say six weeks they will be able to come to us and get them in
two weeks as agreed on order, hypothetically speaking. It will
be all about the fast turn around time."
Crown Cast is a medium-sized foundry specialising in the
manufacture of high quality cast iron and steel products.
Built and commissioned in 1992, the factory, situated in
Anderbolt, Boksburg is well equipped with versatile machinery.
The layout and production facilities include floor and
semi-automated machine moulding stations. This allows the
flexibility of producing large or small batches and gives the
foundry the ability to manufacture castings weighing between
1 kg and 2 tons.
All grades of iron produced are in accordance with
accepted local and international standards.
The 3 500 m² Crown Cast factory in Boksburg offers a full
range of facilities. The foundry features a melting capability of
3-tons per hour, supplying molten metal to an automated green

sand plant producing up to 700 moulds per shift, and to the
resin sand section which produces moulds in flasks and boxes
up to 2500 mm square, from two 5-ton per hour and one
10-ton continuous mixers. A fully equipped pattern shop
manufactures and maintains patterns for optimal utilisation.
The factory also has an automated cold box and shell
core making facility. Spectographic metal analysis,
metalography and sand testing are all conducted in an
in-house dedicated laboratory. The company has its own
spectograph for metallurgical quality consistency.
Crown Cast manufactures a large range of cast
components for a number of industries including mining,
agriculture, transport and general engineering. Castings are
used in the manufacturing of pumps, valves, hose fittings,
pipe couplings, undercarriage components and axle
assemblies for heavy trailers and wear parts for the mining
industry.
The output is split evenly between jobbing and production
castings and the foundry has a capacity of up to 200 tons
a month.
"One of the things we have learned conclusively from our
fact-finding mission when entering the foundry business is that
information is power. This information has led us to believe that
the local industry needs a shake up in delivery. We intend to
set a benchmark that others will have to follow if we are to
overcome the threat of the cheap imports," Nathan concluded.
For further details contact Sovereign Steel on
TEL: 011 392 1348 or Crown Cast on TEL: 011 894 7171

A casting cooling

Castings ready to be shipped
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Shanghai car-parts maker
signs deal with BEE firm
The deal will also see Royal Master assist Shanghai Chengbang
Auto Accessories to build a manufacturing plant in SA employing 500.

F

rankfurt-listed Shanghai Chengbang Auto
Accessories has signed a memorandum of
understanding with Royal Master Finance,
a black-empowered private financing firm based in SA,
for Royal Master to buy 30% of its stock, possibly
worth R1 billion.
The deal will also see Royal Master assist the
Shanghai-based company to build a manufacturing plant
in SA employing 500, for an undisclosed sum. The plant
will produce automotive parts including alternators,
rotors, starters and stators for companies such as
Isuzu, Nissan, Opel, General Motors, Bosch, Mitsubishi
and Ford.
The companies say Royal Master will fund the
expansion into this market, also assisting the Chinese
company to get a JSE listing.
"We are thrilled to have this opportunity to acquire
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30% of Shanghai Chengbang," Sabelo Sibanda,
Royal Master CEO, said. "SA's automotive industry is a
global turbo-charged engine for the manufacture and
export of vehicles and components.
"Most importantly we want to create employment
opportunities for South Africans, and the unemployed
graduates in our sector."
The Department of Trade and Industry said it had no
knowledge of the deal.
But Mr Sibanda said about 50 South African engineers
would be trained at Shanghai Chengbang's head office in
China, so they could transfer skills to SA.
US-based Dutchess Capital said it would inject
200 million Euro into Shanghai Chengbang. The group
specialises in international short- term funding for
growth-stage and mature public companies.
"We were introduced to Shanghai Chengbang (through)
Royal Master Finance. We are happy to provide them with a
term sheet for an Equity Line Facility of 200 million Euro
to help in their expansion efforts," Douglas Leighton,
managing partner of Dutchess Capital said from Boston,
US.
Zadok Hakim, Shanghai Chengbang Auto Accessories
chairman said from Texas that building of the South African
plant would start in March 2012, and was expected to take
eight to 12 months to finish.
A South African office of the company would
operate from mid-January. The main market for production
would be SA, and countries such as Botswana, Kenya,
the Democratic Republic of Congo and Nigeria, Mr Hakim
said.
"SA has a growing need for auto parts," he said. "(It) is
a great international platform that can supply the need of
auto parts to the population of SA and to neighbouring
countries."
Charles Moffat, president of business development at
Royal Master, said from Cape Town that the stake in
Shanghai Chengbang would be funded by Royal Master
profits.
He said Dutchess Capital would provide 200 million
Euro in March 2012.
He also said the group would spend up to R10 billion
on expanding projects in Botswana, Kenya, Congo and
Nigeria, including building plants and buying up existing
auto-parts outlets.
He said the dual listing on the JSE would be in
September 2012, through a reverse merger helped
by JSE-approved Arcay Moela Sponsors. "Our aim
is to buy a profitable outfit which is already listed on
the JSE and reverse merger through it," he said.
"Dutchess Capital will hold up to 34,99% of Shanghai
Chengbang."

Unitrans, Mercedes-Benz
and Sasol Oil pilot
LPG truck in 6-month trial

U

nitrans Supply Chain Solutions, in partnership with
Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) Commercial Vehicles
and Sasol Oil, has launched a six-month project to pilot
the use of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in a specially modified
truck, in an effort to reduce the company's carbon footprint.
The Mercedes-Benz Actros truck tractor was retrofitted with
a version 3 German gas injection system that enables it to run
on a mixture of up to 40% LPG and 60% diesel.
While local truck assembler MBSA supplied the truck for
the venture, Sasol Oil will supply the LPG.
Unitrans customer solution development MD Ray Singh
says testing the truck will be a significant step for the company
as it works to reduce its carbon footprint. Although it is only
one in a fleet of 2 500 Unitrans trucks, a successful trial run in
KwaZulu-Natal could see more LPG trucks added to the
company's fleet, he notes.
The LPG truck is expected to emit 10% to 12% less carbon
emissions than a standard truck in use in the Unitrans fleet.
It is envisaged that fuel
The LPG truck
savings may run up to between
is expected
15% and 20%, says Unitrans
foods division technical
to emit
manager Jim Ward. He adds
10% to 12%
that the capital outlay for the
retrofit was less than
less carbon
R100 000.
emissions
One negative is that the
single-tank range has been
than a
shortened to 1 200 km, down
standard truck
from about 1 400 km to
in use in the
1 500 km.
Ward adds that the reason
Unitrans fleet
the company chose to reduce
its carbon footprint through
LPG and not more advanced engines, emitting less carbon
dioxide - but also requiring specialised 50 parts per million
(ppm) diesel, as well as a special additive - is that Unitrans
believes LPG may, in future, become more abundant at
filling stations.
Ward also notes that the truck is safe, with the LPG tank
crash-tested, and able to seal off in the event of a collision.
Singh adds that the Unitrans LPG truck forms part of a
wider strategy by the transport company to reduce its carbon
footprint. This strategy includes looking at trailer configuration,
truck-tractor technology (alternative fuels), routing and
scheduling to enable fuel- and time-saving deliveries, and the
fitment of aerodynamic kits to longhaul trucks to reduce
aerodynamic drag.
"We are looking at retrofitting these kits," says Singh of
the latter.
He adds that the other three legs of the strategy are
already all in play.
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Gildemeister and Mori Seiki
combine activities in South Africa Appoint Retecon as their agents
The ongoing global growth
of DMG/Mori Seiki continues with
the latest collaboration.

W

ith the aim of strengthening its presence in
South Africa DMG/Mori Seiki has restructured its
service and dealer representation. As of
December 2011 the Retecon Group will represent both the
Gildemeister AG (DMG) and Mori Seiki brands for sales and
service of the companies' equipment.
In March 2009, Mori Seiki Co. Ltd. and Gildemeister AG
began a global "business and capital collaboration" that linked
the two groups in respect to manufacturing, purchasing and
machine development, as well as sales and services in
selected markets.
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At the time the move surprised many industry watchers.
However the collaboration between two of the industry's largest
machine tool builders has continued worldwide with offices
and sales representation being combined in most countries.
DMG is located in Germany and as such is the dominant
partner in Europe whereas the opposite is reflected in Japan
and the East where Mori Seki is located. In the US Mori Seiki,
which has manufacturing facilities located there, has taken the
reigns to promote both companies products.
The co-operation between the two companies continued
to be strengthened last year with the announcement at
EMO 2011 of a new machine - the MILLTAP 700 milling and
drilling machines - the first combined DMG / MORI SEIKI
innovation and entry into the market.
"The decision to appoint the Retecon Group to be our
sales and service representatives in South Africa will
further strengthen our customer relations and service in
the local region" said Eric Gouinguenet, Vice President:

support this," continued Gouinguenet.
"We have been working with Gildemeister
AG for many years, a relationship that dates
back to 1971. Now with the Retecon Group
being appointed the DMG / Mori Seiki agents
means that customers will have access to the
most complete, high-quality line of machine
tools in the world. We'll work with you to
identify and create the perfect machining
solutions for your application-so you'll never
have to settle for a machine that isn't perfectly
fit for the job," added Hans Peter Neth,
MD of the Retecon Group.
"Combined with our sales and service
structure, we are now creating the conditions
to further strengthen positions in South Africa
and the entire region, maintaining the highest
service level and product support for our
customers," continued Neth.
"Collectively the two manufacturers have
over 700 machines installed in South Africa
Alain Rakotondrazaka, General Manager Africa,
and it is important to point out that we have
Eric Gouinguenet, Vice President: France Sales & Service Division
direct access for both DMG and Mori Seiki
and Hans Peter Neth, MD of the Retecon Group
spares that are located in a very large facility
in Stuttgart, Germany. If necessary these can
France Sales & Service Division.
be shipped out overnight," emphasised Neth.
"Today, we have the strongest product program in the
"By extending the joint sales and service to South Africa
metalworking world. With the combined strength of the two
DMG and Mori Seiki intends to expand its sales of products
leading global machine tool builders, DMG / Mori Seiki offer
through Retecon's strong sales network and wide customer
solutions for 95% of all metalcutting applications and we
basis," said Neth.
believe that the Retecon Group has the infrastructure to
For further details contact Retecon on TEL: 011 976 8600
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German car manufacturer BMW has lifted the veil on its new 3 Series sedan,
which will go on sale in February.

B

MW's South African plant, in Pretoria, will be one
of three global manufacturing hubs for the
sixth-generation 3 Series, with production starting in
2012. The two other plants are in Munich and
Regensburg.
The main markets for the vehicle will include the US
(24%), China (22%), the UK (16%), Germany (10%) and the
remaining European countries (14%).
The current 3 Series accounted for 33% of all BMW
global sales in 2010.
BMW South Africa produced its 300 000th 3 Series
sedan in the current model line-up in April 2011. Export
markets for the current 3 Series include the US, Canada,
Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, Singapore,
Hong Kong, the Philippines and Korea.

The 328i and 335i models with petrol engines, and the
320d and 320d EfficientDynamics diesel variants will be
available at market launch. European prices for the above
models will vary between 35 350 Euros (320d) and
43 600 Euros (335i).
Additional variants will join the line-up in the second
quarter of 2012. A full-hybrid version of the new 3 Series
will be launched in the third quarter of 2012.
The German manufacturer says the new BMW 3 Series
is larger (+93 mm) and more spacious. There is also more
legroom behind the front seats (+15 mm) as well as more
headroom (+8 mm). Despite the increase in size, lightweight construction has ensured the vehicle is still up to
45 kg lighter than the previous model, depending on the
engine.

“We are confident the new BMW 3 Series
will build on the tremendous success of its predecessors.”
says BMW management board chairperson Norbert Reithofer
A R2.2 billion investment to build the new model for the
local and export markets will take capacity at the local
plant to 87 000 units a year. However, actual production
volumes will depend on market demand.
"We are confident the new BMW 3 Series will build on
the tremendous success of its predecessors," says BMW
management board chairperson Norbert Reithofer.
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In combination with BMW's fuel-saving EfficientDynamics
technologies, this also has a positive impact on
consumption. For example, the new 320d
EfficientDynamics edition with an engine output of
120 kW uses 4.1 l of diesel per 100 km in the
European test cycle, with carbon dioxide emissions of
109 g/km.

The new BMW 3 Series will,
for the first time,
be available in sport line, modern line
and luxury line configurations,
which will offer customers
additional opportunities to customise
their vehicles
The new BMW 3 Series models also feature so-called
driving experience control. Alongside Comfort, Sport, and
Sport+ settings, there is also an Eco Pro mode, which
enables additional fuel savings, depending on individual
driving style, of up to 20%.
The new vehicle will offer a head-up display option,
which projects all key data directly into the driver's line
of vision on the windscreen, as well as an optional
eight-speed transmission for all engines with auto
start-stop function. This should also have a positive impact
on fuel economy.
Other onboard technologies include lane change and
lane departure warning with collision warning. A parking
assistant also takes care of maneuvering the vehicle into
parking spaces.
The new BMW 3 Series will, for the first time, be
available in sport line, modern line and luxury line
configurations, which will offer customers additional
opportunities to customise their vehicles.
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Edwin Roth starts 2012
on a positive note

A
"

lthough we lost one of our long standing agencies
towards the end of last year, due to an international joint
venture, we have started the year off with some positive
results," said Rob Wyche, MD of Edwin Roth Pty Ltd.
"We had realised the situation could change for us for some
time. At the end of the day it was out of our hands. But it gave
us the chance to re-evaluate the company and be prepared to
withstand the eventuality should it happen. With the
contingency plans that we have put in place and with the
restructuring of the company we are determined to keep
the company name at the forefront of quality machine tool
and accessory supplier companies in South Africa,"
continued Wyche.
"The late Edwin Roth built this company on strong
principles and was always a gentleman to the day he died.
More importantly he continually had the foresight to plan
ahead and embrace the new technologies and opportunities
in the field of metalworking."
New 3D printing equipment agency
"We are continuing with that philosophy and I am proud to
announce that we have enhanced our product offering and
added 3D printing equipment."
"We believe that there is a huge future for this type of
discipline and at this stage it is relatively new to South Africa.
We have been appointed the agents for one of the leaders and
pioneers in this field, Stratasys."
"uPrint SE is a brand of 3D printers by Stratasys that offers
CAD (computer-aided-design) users a low-cost, networked
alternative for printing functional 3D models from the desktop.
The printers build models layer-by-layer using ABS plastic,
one of the most widely used thermoplastics in today's
injection moulded products. uPrint SE 3D Printers allow users
to evaluate design concepts and test models for form,
fit and function."
"Stratasys invented its patented FDM (Fused Deposition
Modelling) technology in 1988
and has led the development
of 3D printing technology
ever since. Stratasys uses
its FDM technology in its
uPrint SE 3D Printers,
Dimension 3D Printers,
as well as its Fortus 3D
Production Systems
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- developed for direct digital manufacturing and precision rapid
prototyping."
"Stratasys holds more than 180 granted or pending
additive manufacturing patents globally. And Stratasys products
are used in the aerospace, defence, automotive, medical,
business and industrial equipment, education, architecture,
and consumer-products markets."
"The aerospace and automotive industry, in particular the
Formula One racing teams, were the first to embrace the
technology and continue to do so. Now that the equipment and
consumables have become more reliable and less expensive,
worldwide all types of industries are including the printers in
their capital expenditure budget."
"This is good news for SMEs, SMMEs and startup
companies, as they can produce something for very little cost
and test the market before filling a warehouse with products
that might not sell."
Existing agencies
"On the machining side we are continuing to do well with
our existing agencies. Chiron is the technological market leader
in vertical CNC machining centres. The wide range of Chiron
products offers a perfect solution for nearly every task."
"Hyundai-Kia CNC horizontal machining centres, vertical
machining centres and turning centres are one of the leading
and most prolific brands on the shopfloors in South Africa. The
name Hyundai is synonymous with many different engineering
and consumable industries. The machine tool division is a
stand alone division and does not rely on the brand name per
say. With this in mind internationally the company has had a
name change and in future will be known as Hyundai-Wia
Machine Tools."
"The other companies that we represent include
Zimmermann milling machines, LAIP CNC toolholding systems
and CAMWorks / Geometric Technologies (formerly Teksoft).
CAMWorks was the first fully integrated CAD/CAM solution
designed exclusively to operate in SolidWorks.
We also have access to the specialised Esprit
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software and
where a customer requests this package we can
supply."
"All this bodes well for the company in the future.
During our think tanks and strategic meetings last
year we even came up with a new slogan: When you
see how we've reinvented ourselves, you'll look at us
in a whole new way. We certainly will be taking this
forward and continue to break new ground and keep
the company principles in mind."
"We have had a long association with Mori Seki
and 26 years with Hitachi Seiki, which was
incorporated into the Mori Seki company some years
back, and have numerous machines in the field.
We will continue to offer assistance to these
customers with their existing equipment. At the end
of the day most of them have repeat orders with us
but have been purchasing our current ranges."
For further details contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd
on TEL: 011 970 1930

Toyota to assemble taxis in South Africa,
mulling other production options - CEO

T

SAM ceased production of its market-leading Siyaya taxi,
built on the Hi-Ace platform, in 2007, as it moved to
larger-volume production and export of the Hilux, Fortuner
and Corolla models. Toyota's subsequent taxi product was
imported, in the form of the
popular Quantum and
Ses'fikile.
However, a new
programme by the
Department of Trade and
Industry to specifically
encourage local assembly
of minibus taxis, has
motivated TSAM to again
start production of people
movers at its Durban plant
at a future date.
"Government has
created a new incentive
category which allows for
the economically feasible,
local semi-knockdown
assembly of taxis at Toyota,"
says Van Zyl. "We cannot
provide more information at
the moment, but will do so
in due course."
TSAM sells between
800 and 1 000 Quantum
minibuses a month.
Assembly of a minibus
taxi may not be the only
new introduction at the
Durban plant however, with
Van Zyl hinting that spare
capacity at the plant may
"create the opportunity to
look at the existing model
range produced there, with
the view to possibly
expand this".
"There may be a
surprise or two on its way.
Utilising the capacity of the
plant is a priority for TSAM."
This 'surprise' will not
be the Innova, says Van Zyl,
although the recently
introduced multipurpose
vehicle may be added to
the local production line-up
should sales prove
satisfactory.
TSAM currently
produces the Hilux, Fortuner
and Corolla models for the
local and export markets at
its Durban plant, which has
a capacity of more than
220 000 vehicles a year.

Production is expected to number around 155 000 units
in 2011.
The Innova shares the same platform as the Hilux
and Fortuner.
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Dates set for Automechanika
South Africa 2013

T

he dates have been set for Automechanika
South Africa 2013. The event will be held at
Expo Centre, Nasrec, from May 8-11, which is later
than the two previous trade fairs in Johannesburg that
were staged in March. The theme in 2013 will be
Metropolis of Mobility.
"We are delighted to have concluded our third biennial
agreement with Messe Frankfurt, of Germany, to stage this
prestigious international trade show for the automotive
aftermarket," said Exhibition Manager, Philip Otto of
Johannesburg-based Dogan Exhibitions and Events.
"Dogan has had the rights for Automechanika South
Africa since 2008 and staged events in 2009 and 2011.
We are very happy that the agreement is now being extended
into the future as the first two shows are usually a growth
phase for all concerned, especially when the event is such a
well-established international brand as Automechanika,
which was founded in Frankfurt in 1971.
"We, at Dogan are also particularly proud that
Automechanika SA 2011 was judged the Best Trade Show in
South Africa with a floor space of over 12 000 m² at the
recent awards function of the Exhibition and
Events Association of South Africa or EXSA as it is more
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commonly known," added Philip Otto, who is also the
Show Director of Automechanika SA.
Besides the overall award for Automechanika SA itself
there were a number of honours from the EXSA judges for
exhibitor stands at this trade fair. These included the stands
of Mercedes-Benz SA, the Motor Industry Staff Association
(MISA), BASF and Bosch.
The second staging at the Johannesburg Expo Centre of
Automechanika South Africa in March 2011 drew high praise
from exhibitors and visitors alike. The show attracted positive
growth in numbers of exhibitors and visitors.
The number of exhibitors jumped from 412 in 2009 170 local and 242 foreign - to 551 in 2011 - 169 local
and 382 foreign from 25 countries. There were official
pavilions from China, France, Germany, India, Italy,
Singapore, Spain, Taiwan and Turkey.
The number of trade visitors also increased, moving up
from 8 200 in 2009 to 9 026 in 2011, which was a 10%
improvement.
The inaugural Automechanika SA, which was held in
2009, was the most successful inaugural event in the history
of this automotive aftermarket trade fair.
"In our eyes, South African is a long-term market and
also a very valuable market. It was a well-thought-out,
strategic decision to launch an Automechanika event there,
so I am particularly pleased that the EXSA judges consider
Automechanika South Africa the best trade show in the
country with more than 12 000 m ² of floor space to have
been staged in 2011," commented the Messe Frankfurt
board member responsible for Automechanika brand
management, Michael Johannes.
"This important award also justifies our faith in
contacting Dogan as our partners in organising
Automechanika South Africa. This is a company with
considerable depth in terms of exhibition and conference
organising skills and we look forward to a mutually beneficial
relationship as we build on our success going forward," said
the Germany-based senior executive.
Automechanika is the leading international meeting place
for the global and local automotive sector. As the world's
biggest trade fair for the automotive aftermarket, the
Automechanika spotlights innovations and solutions in the
fields of parts, systems, tuning, workshop equipment,
bodywork & paintwork, car wash, IT & management and the
latest automobile services.
Automechanika is one of the most successful trade fair
brands of Messe Frankfurt and has a worldwide presence.
It offers exhibitors access to new markets and brings them
into contact with new national and regional visitor groups.
Added value - with each international Automechanika show
that is staged the profile and awareness of this trade fair
brand is increased.
As a consequence, even more visitors from these
different countries come to the premier event in Frankfurt,
with the next show to be staged at this venue scheduled for
11-16 September 2012.
For more information, please visit the website at
www.messefrankfurt.com

R

Executive Director Carl Rehder says he is very proud of
SD, the Rolling Stock and Defense division of DCD,
his team who he says tackled this challenging fast track
handed over the first batch of specialised
project with immense commitment, enthusiasm and
pressurised rail tank cars from an order of
professionalism.
95 new units placed by Sasol Solvents in March 2011.
"Sasol Solvents has been a valued customer of RSD for
The balance of the order will be completed by mid-2012.
some time, but this is a significant order for us in terms of
The rail tank cars will be used by Sasol Solvents,
value, quantity and complexity," he says. "Essentially we've
a division of Sasol Chemical Industries, to transport
designed and built six different types of rail tank cars to
chemical products within South Africa.
both local and international
Although RSD has enjoyed a
standards, in a very tight time
longstanding relationship with
“Our policy is to create
period.
Sasol that spans three decades,
"To begin with, our designs
this is the first time that RSD has
as much work as possible
had to comply with SANS
designed and built rail tank cars
for the local economy,”
standards and Pressure
specifically for the petrochemical
Equipment Regulations, while
group. In the past, Sasol has
Rehder says.
satisfying the requirements of
purchased operating locomotives
“The lion's share of this project Transnet Freight Rail
built by RSD and the company has
specifications, for approval by the
also been responsible for the
is being handled in-house
Rail Safety Regulator. Design
upgrading of existing Sasol GE
with only limited specialised
approval also had to be obtained
Class 34 DE locomotives.
componentry being imported.” from Intertek, a global inspection,
RSD was initially shortlisted
product testing and certification
among a formidable group of local
company and from Sasol Solvents."
and international suppliers in
The rail tank cars were designed to meet the
February last year and the multi-million rand order was
requirements of the American Association of Railroads
officially lodged the following month, after a successful
(AAR), in terms of structure and strength and the
contract negotiation phase.
requirements of ASME VIII (American Society of
The scope of the order covers the design, manufacture,
Mechanical Engineers) for pressure vessel design.
testing and commissioning of the 95 units.

Main image (above): RSD, the Rolling Stock and Defense division of DCD, handed over the first batch of specialised pressurised rail tank cars
from an order of 95 new units placed by Sasol Solvents. RSD is manufacturing 63 eighty ton rail tank cars and 32 seventy four ton rail tank cars
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Welding of the specialised tanks

For the manufacture of the rail tank cars, the
RSD design team has harnessed specialised certified
materials for pressure vessels, procured via special
arrangements from suppliers locally and overseas.
Barrel assembly was undertaken in-house at RSD's
manufacturing facility in Boksburg East using advanced
welding processes such as submerged arc welding
and gas metal arc welding, approved to ASME
standards.
The company has its own accredited systems in place:
SABS ISO 9001:2008, Moody International BS EN ISO

A rail tank car before entering the paint shop.
The paintwork is done in RSD's dedicated temperature controlled
dust-free paint facility

14001:2004 and Moody International BSI OSHAS 18001.
These systems ensure that manufacturing processes are
carried out under controlled conditions to ensure optimum
quality, safety and mitigate their impact on the
environment.
The rail tank cars are put through a stress relieving
process and then through a specialised paint process, to
coat both the inside and outside of the barrel, to prevent
contamination of the product being transported. The
paintwork is done in RSD's dedicated temperature
controlled dust-free paint facility.
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Local supplier involvement included the frames and bogies
being supplied by Scaw Metals

Prior to assembly of the rail tank cars, the air brake
systems are pressure tested according to the required local
and overseas standards, which includes the internationally
recognised AAR specifications.
After passing through final acceptance testing,
the rail tank cars will be commissioned at selected
Sasol sites.
Work for the local community
"Our policy is to create as much work as possible for
the local economy," Rehder says. "The lion's share of
this project is being handled in-house with only limited
specialised componentry being imported."

Further down the production line

"To create capacity to
“We're proud
produce this large number
of the faith
of tank cars to the
required standards in a
the organisation
fast turnaround time,
has placed in
we've employed about
50 additional skilled
RSD and the
personnel who will remain
boost they have
on our permanent staff
given to
after completion of this
project."
the localisation
Rehder paid tribute to all
initiative.”
the suppliers involved in this
project, thanking them for
their contribution to ensuring
RSD has remained on schedule, despite the tight lead
times involved.
"We're also very grateful to Sasol Solvents for
choosing a local supplier for this order," he concluded.
"We're proud of the faith the organisation has placed
in RSD and the boost they have given to the localisation
initiative."
About RSD
Since its inception in 1911, RSD has established
itself as a leading supplier of locomotives, rail tank cars
and wagons, bogies and other related products for national
railway, mining and industrial users throughout the local
and international markets. RSD has designed more than
130 000 wagons, 1 000 surface locomotives and
4 000 underground locomotives for the rail industry.
The company designs and manufactures a range of
military vehicles including the Husky VMMD and the
Mountain Lion armoured personnel carrier.
RSD's facility, of which 40 152 m 2 is undercover,
incorporates state-of-the-art technology and equipment.
The company's processes are designed by well-trained and
qualified industrial engineers and all products are
thoroughly inspected at various stages of production to
ensure conformation to technical specifications.
RSD holds the intellectual property rights on most of its
manufactured products and has been granted licences for
affiliated products from American companies such as
McConway & Torley/NACO, Keystone Railway Equipment
Company, Columbus Steel Castings/Buckeye and, locally,
Railway Dynamic systems for HS self-steering bogies.
For more information contact Carl Rehder, RSD
(A division of DCD (PTY) Ltd) on TEL: 011 914 1400
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Government
announces
local procurement
products
The government has announced
the "first wave" of products
designated in terms of its
preferential procurement regulations.

B

riefing the media at COP17 in Durban,
Trade and Industry Minister Rob Davies said they
included power pylons, rail rolling stock and buses,
among others.
He said the designations marked an important
milestone in the government's efforts to arrest and
reverse industrial decline in the country's private sector.
"The first wave of designations for procurement from
local companies will come into effect today.
"They include power pylons, rail rolling stock, buses,
certain canned foods, clothing, textiles, footwear and
weather products," Davies said.
The regulations - passed in terms of the Preferential
Procurement Policy Framework Act - compel state
institutions, from local municipalities to government
departments, to buy locally up to a certain level.
The policy aims to stimulate local manufacturing.
According to a statement released at the briefing,
"each designation will stipulate a minimum level of
local content for the relevant sector or set of
products".
Responding to a question, Davies said in the case of
rail rolling stock, the minimum level would be 65 percent.
There were different levels for the different
designations "depending on the technical nature of the
product concerned," he said.
Economic Development Minister Ebrahim Patel drew
a green link between three of the designations and the
climate change conference at which they were
announced.
These included power pylons, used to conduct
electricity from renewable sources; and buses, which were
used in the public transport industry. Also, increased
rolling stock would see a shift from road transport to rail,
he said.
Davies said the regulations would have no impact on
foreign direct investment as "local" meant manufactured in
South Africa, regardless of whether the company was
foreign or locally owned.
Patel said the designations also set out
recommendations for ensuring competition among
domestic producers. These were aimed at preventing
"collusive or unethical practices" in the value chain,
such as tender rigging.
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Saldanha steel mill
supports wind-energy project
S

to be released on December 7.
teel producer ArcelorMittal South Africa (Mittal) has
"I-WEC is a manufacturer of wind turbines and, as such,
confirmed that it is supporting an initiative to erect up
the aim with this project is more focused on development and
to six wind turbines to supply renewable energy to its
manufacturing rather than supplying the open market,"
Saldanha Steel plant, in the Western Cape.
Mittal spokesperson Themba Hlengani told Engineering News
The project is being pursued in partnership with
Online.
Isivunguvungu Wind Energy Converter (I-WEC), which recently
The aspiration, he adds, is to eventually produce more
unveiled a 52 metre mould, which will be used to
than 70% of the components locally.
manufacture wind turbine blades in Cape Town.
Companies within the DCD-Dorbyl group, which is an
I-WEC, which has a licence from Aerodyne, of Germany, is
investor in I-WEC, will
the first wind turbine manufacturer
manufacture the turbine towers,
in South Africa and its Cape Town
“I-WEC is a manufacturer
the flanges to bolt the forward
facility should be able to produce
tower segments together and will
as many as 50 sets of rotor
of wind turbines and, as such,
assist in the assembly of the
blades a year when full production
the aim with this project
turbine nacelle. The cost of a
is reached in 2013.
Individual turbines have a
is more focused on development turbine produced at the I-WEC
facility, including transport,
capacity of 2.5 MW and it is
and manufacturing rather than
foundation costs and erection on
anticipated that the first turbine
supplying the open market.”
site, is currently estimated at
will be erected in Saldanha Bay
between R15 million and
during 2012, with Mittal as the
R17 million a Megawatt.
power offtaker.
For its part, Mittal is pursuing the project as part of larger
Details of the project and the anticipated capital
efforts to reduce its carbon footprint. It is also considering
expenditure are still being finalised, but Mittal expects that
cogeneration opportunities and is implementing a range of
the first unit will be operating during the second quarter of
energy efficiency programmes at its mills in Gauteng and
2012 should all the legal, commercial and technical
KwaZulu-Natal, as well as Saldanha.
requirements be met. It also envisaged that the last of six
I-WEC may relocate its blade production facility from
units will be erected by the third quarter of 2013.
the Cape Town harbour to Saldanha by the beginning of
The development has not been submitted to participate
2013, where the production capacity could potentially
under the Department of Energy's programme to procure
be increased. A property in Saldanha has already been
3 725 MW of renewables capacity by 2016 - the names of
procured.
the initial preferred bidders for the programme were expected

Local wind power
company Isivunguvungu
Wind Energy Converter
(I-WEC) recently
unveiled a 42 ton mould
that it would use to
manufacture Africa's
first multi-megawatt
wind turbines locally.
The mould, which
arrived by ship from
China, will be used to
manufacture 50 m long
rotor blades - exceeding
the span of an Airbus
wing. The mould is in
one solid piece and will
be used to make one
solid 50 metre wind
turbine rotor blade of
12 tons. Each turbine
will have three of these
blades. The tower of
each turbine will be
80 meters high
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Innovative new water cutting process for non-ferrous materials
Afrox has introduced a unique, innovative and cost effective alternative to cutting
non-ferrous material, particularly stainless steel and aluminium.

T

he Water Mist Secondary (WMS™) cutting process,
developed by US-based Thermal Dynamics and available
throughout sub-Saharan Africa exclusively through Afrox,
harnesses nitrogen as the primary cutting gas and water mist as
the shield gas to achieve high precision cut quality on aluminium
and stainless steel. The result
is a high quality dross-free cut
on stainless and aluminium,
at a lower cost per metre
than other cutting processes.
"Cutting non-ferrous
material, especially stainless
steel and aluminium, has
always been a technological
challenge as traditional
technologies can be slow
and costly," says Afrox's
Johan Pieterse. "The method
selected depends on the
accuracy required and the
production costs involved.
The WMS™ allows
cutting of non-ferrous
materials using nitrogen and
water. This process provides
extremely high cutting
speeds, up to three times
faster than standard
processes, and excellent
quality for a wide range of
thicknesses. A vertical cut is
achieved without dross or
oxidation. At the same time,
the use of normal tap water
dramatically reduces
production costs. Productivity
is enhanced and the
consumables last longer."
Pieterse adds that
among the other advantages
of the WMS™ technology are
the wide regulation window,
which makes quality tuning
very simple, and the minimal
heat-affected zone, which
reduces plate distortion and
helps with removing the
plastic film on thin plate.
The WMS™ cutting
process is applicable to any
existing Thermal Dynamics
dual-gas plasma cutting
torch for automated cutting,
provided the specifically
designed consumables parts
are used. The same torch
which normally uses oxygen
and air for mild steel cutting
is supplied with nitrogen
and water for non-ferrous
materials cutting.

"For lowest cost non-ferrous cutting and unmatched cut
quality, the unique WMS™ process is poised to make a real
impact on the southern African industrial market," he concludes.
For further details contact Johan Pieterse of Afrox on email
johan.pieterse@afrox.linde.com
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VWSA cuts electricity use,
expands support to marine research

V

olkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) has cut electricity
use at its Uitenhage plant by 42% from 2009 to 2010,
with a further 13% reduction achieved from 2010 to
2011, says VWSA communications GM Matt Gennrich.
This forms part of Volkswagen's Blue Factory initiative, to
be found under the Think Blue banner, which guides the
German brand's approach to environmental issues.
The local plant's reduction in electricity use was achieved,
for example, by the use of energy efficient lighting products, a
plant-wide switch-off campaign, and the optimised use of
compressors.
VWSA currently uses 0.85 megawatt hours to produce one
car, says Gennrich, down from 1.71 megawatt hours in 2009.
Water use at the Uitenhage plant, which produces the
Polo for the local and export markets, as well as the Polo Vivo
for local buyers, has dropped by 52% from 2009 to 2010, and
by a further 30% from 2010 to 2011.
The plant currently uses 4 kilolitres to produce one car,
down from 12 kilolitres in 2009.
This was achieved through, for example, the recycling of
body shop cooling water.
Waste at the Uitenhage plant had dropped 14% from 2009
to 2010, notching up another 39% cut from 2010 to 2011,
says Gennrich.
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Kilograms of waste generated by car produced have
dropped from 42 kg in 2009 to 22 kg in 2011, through
initiatives such as an effluent plant sludge filter press upgrade
and the introduction of bag filters for wet paint sludge.
Gennrich says a new press shop to open at the Uitenhage
plant in the third quarter of 2012 should see the company
make further gains on the Blue Factory front.
In terms of another Think Blue initiative, he notes that
VWSA has added the Dyer Island Conservation Trust (DICT) to
the list of concerns the local vehicle manufacturer sponsors as
part of its Blue Environment project.
As part of a project to conserve the Marine big five - great
white shark, dolphin, Cape fur seal, southern right whale and
African penguin - VWSA has sponsored two vehicles to the
DICT.
"We hope to become the champion for the Marine
big five," says Gennrich. "If we as South Africa hope to
attract more tourists, we must invest in and look after our
environment. Unless we care for our sharks and whales they
will disappear."
Dyer Island is a 20 ha nature reserve in Gansbaai and is
managed by CapeNature. It is a rich breeding ground for birds,
most significantly the endangered African penguin and,
accordingly, is classified an important bird area by Birdlife
International. Dyer Island's surrounding waters are home to all
of the Marine big five.
The DICT plays a pivotal role in the research and
conservation of the animals in the area, and has partnered
with universities, the Department of Environmental Affairs and
other nongovernmental organisations to ensure the continued
existence of this marine environment.
The two sponsored vehicles, a Touareg with BlueMotion
Technology and a Polo BlueMotion - these 'Blue' products
promise a significant reduction in fuel use - will assist
DICT with beach rescues, transporting researchers and
volunteers, and with the general running of the organisation.
The DICT was founded by Wilfred Chivell in 2006 when,
together with CapeNature, they started a penguin housing
project to address the lack of breeding habitat for this species.
Extensive guano scraping had removed the African penguins'
natural breeding habitat and left them exposed to predators
and other elements.
Chivell designed a unique penguin home, modelled on this
animal's natural burrows. His design has been lauded
nationally and internationally and is now used extensively at
other colonies.
"We continuously conduct studies on penguins, whales
and dolphins, but at the moment we have a strong focus
on the great white shark," he notes. "We are studying their
phenomenal healing abilities and also, through acoustic
tagging and tracking, as well as looking at environmental
parameters, their in-shore seasonal migrations. Our database
of extensive fin identification studies is crucial in building
population estimates."
Prior to starting the DICT, Chivell owned Overberg
Concrete Works, which had to shut its doors during the Asian
crisis in the late 1990s.
The DICT stemmed from work he then did as the owner
of a whaling tourist permit.

Transnet purchases
43 locos from
General Electric
State-owned freight logistics group
Transnet has concluded an agreement
with General Electric (GE), of the US,
to purchase a further
43 diesel-electric locomotives.
This order is over and above the
100 already purchased under a deal
concluded in 2009.
The bulk of the order will be
manufactured and assembled at the
Transnet Rail Engineering's (TRE)
manufacturing facility in Koedoespoort,
East of Pretoria. TRE is the
manufacturing, engineering and
rolling stock maintenance division
of Transnet.

P

ublic Enterprises Minister, Malusi Gigaba, recently
signed the agreement for Transnet SOC Ltd's purchase
of an additional 43 diesel-electric locomotives from
General Electric's (GE) local arm, General Electric South Africa
Technologies (GESAT).
In terms of the agreement, TRE will supply Transnet's rail
freight division, Transnet Freight Rail (TFR), with the Class
43-000 diesel-electric locomotives. The locomotives are to be
deployed on TFR's various lines throughout the country
especially, the General Freight Business.
The acquisition of these locomotives is part of Transnet's
fleet renewal programme - a key element of the SOE's
R110 billion 5-year capital investment programme.
In February 2009, Transnet and GE announced that
they had reached an agreement for the purchase of
100 locomotives - 90 of which were to be manufactured at
TRE's Koedoespoort facility. Production is ongoing and on
schedule. To date 27 locomotives have already been delivered
and are operating. The first 10 were manufactured at GE's
plants in the United States.
The Class 43-000 is the first AC diesel-electric locomotive
to be introduced in sub-Saharan Africa. These locomotives,
which will be used to haul freight and coal, will decrease
life-cycle costs, improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions.
Speaking shortly after the signing, Minister Gigaba said:
"This purchase signifies our commitment to improving
efficiency on the railways and therefore strengthening
South Africa's logistics chain - the backbone of our economy.
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Crucially, this agreement and its predecessor have confirmed
Transnet as a leader in our efforts to use the different fleet
renewal programmes, especially by SOEs, to boost our
manufacturing, engineering and development of local
industries."
Encouragingly, and in line with Transnet's continued
commitment to using its rolling 5-year capital investment
programme to meet the objectives of the Competitive Supplier
Development Programme (CSDP), GE committed to a stringent
localisation, industrialisation, skills development, job
creation/preservation and technology and intellectual property
requirements.
CSDP, which constitutes just over 65% of the value of the
latest purchase - building on the 52% achieved in the previous
contract -, is a government initiative, pioneered by the
Department of Public Enterprises, to encourage localisation of
manufacturing, procurement from local suppliers, employment
and skills development.
As a result of this latest agreement Brian Molefe, Transnet
Group Chief Executive indicated that management at TRE are
strongly pursuing that TRE becomes an original equipment
supplier of locomotives for third parties, including other African
and international railways businesses. TRE already supplies
wagons and offers maintenance services to non-group
customers.
About R70 million has been invested to create the facilities
needed to produce "world-class" locomotives.
The Class 43-000 GE diesel-electric locomotives, the first of
their kind in sub-Saharan Africa, will cut life-cycle costs,
improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions and they will be
replacing older generation models. An example is that currently
five locomotives are required to haul 50 wagons whereas with
the Class 43-000 only two will be required to haul 70 wagons.
It is estimated that this would result in over 600,000 litres of
fuel saving a year.
The Class 43-000 GE diesel-electric locomotives are the
first locomotives in South Africa to meet UIC2 emissions
standards for brake-specific nitrogen oxides, unburned
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and particulate matter.
Transnet to spend R900 million on specialised
auto wagons
Transnet will also spend R900 million on additional
specialised wagons in a bid to raise the proportion of
new automobiles transported by rail from 30% currently

to 45% by 2015, Public Enterprises Minister Malusi Gigaba
revealed last year.
However, speaking at a roundtable organised by
Volkswagen, Gigaba also encouraged a joint Transnet-National
Association of Automotive Manufacturers of South Africa
working group to consider additional initiatives to support the
suggested shift from road to rail.
"I would like to challenge the working group to think
'outside the box' to see how we can radically support the shift
from road," Gigaba said, adding that he was also keen to see
how the industry could help with the funding and procurement
of the specialised wagons.
Transnet currently had the capacity to handle over
650 000 units at its
terminals in Durban and
Port Elizabeth. But utilisation
rates were approaching
80% and terminals would,
thus, have to be expanded in
the "near future" to keep
pace with demand.
Transnet eyes potential
for supplying wagons
Meanwhile it was
announced last year that
TRE is pushing to establish
itself as a supplier of
wagons and locomotives
following confirmation that it
is participating in a tender to

supply as many as 740 wagons for Mauritania's state rail
authority. GM for marketing, Thoba Majoka, was reported as
saying that its wagons sell for R750 000 each, which makes
the contract worth about R550 million.
Mauritania needs the wagons for transporting iron ore.
Transnet is already building wagons for Rio Tinto to move
coal from its mine in northern Mozambique. The contract is to
build 200 wagons for Rio Tinto and at the time over 150 of
those wagons had already been completed. The balance of the
contract was due to be completed by December 2011.
In the Democratic Republic of Congo, TRE was pursuing a
smaller tender to supply 30 wagons to the state rail authority.
The order is said to be worth about R25 million.
TRE is also eyeing the
20-year fleet renewal
programme of the
Passenger Rail Agency of
SA (Prasa), the owner and
operator of commuter rail
service Metrorail. Prasa will
spend about R110 billion
over the next 20 years on
the acquisition of new
coaches, wagons and
locomotives. The state has
indicated it wants the
successful winners of the
Prasa tenders to ensure
that at least 65% of the
content is obtained from
Image Copyright
South Africa.
RailPictures.Net - Eugene Armer
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TRE unveils new SA-built
Omnia wagons

S

tate-owned freight logistics group Transnet subsidiary
Transnet Rail Engineering (TRE) unveiled the first
36 of 145 ammonia rail tanker wagons to be built in
South Africa, for explosives and fertiliser supplier Omnia.
Following the expansion of its production facilities,
Omnia needed additional tanker wagons to transport
ammonia, which it would import through Richards Bay
to its inland plants.
"Launching the new Omnia rail tankers represents
a significant milestone for TRE, owing to it proving that
we can develop, design and manufacture wagons from
scratch that deliver a suitable answer to the unique
challenges that the constrained parameters of the
Southern African railways present the industry with,"
TRE CE Richard Vallihu said at the launch in Pretoria.
Omnia initially placed an order of 120 tanker wagons
with TRE, but later extended the order to add another
25 wagons. "What impressed us most was the
astonishingly quick turnaround time TRE achieved with
the construction of these tanker wagons, with us having
only placed the order in June 2010," Omnia CE Rod
Humphries said.
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The first 110 wagons are scheduled for delivery by
December 15, while the remaining 35 would be delivered
by March. From about April, Omnia intends to run up to
three block-trains a week between its inland plants and
the port of Richards Bay.
The new ammonia tanker wagons can carry about
74 000 l and have an axle loading of 20 t. The bodies
are constructed of high-grade boilerplate steel that are
designed to withstand pressures of up to 1 930 kPa.
The order for the construction of 145 new rail tankers,
to a completely new design and the latest safety
specifications for high-pressure rail vessels, catapulted
TRE into the next frontier of rail engineering and
construction.
Vallihu explained that TRE took the decision to invest
close to a billion rand in its TRE Germiston works to
upgrade the shops to the latest and leanest manufacturing
standards and equip them with the most modern
machinery.
"We put significant emphasis on lean manufacturing,
to the extent that the TRE Germiston facility is now able to
produce about one wagon a day. It goes without saying
that the wagons are tested and certified to the highest
safety standards," Vallihu said.
By intensifying the lean manufacturing principles at the
plant, the facility would eventually be able to produce two
wagons a day, without hiring new staff. This would give it
the intended advantage over other manufacturers, of being
able to design and manufacture cost-effective wagons that
would be able to compete with other manufacturers across
Southern Africa.
The Germiston facility has a team of in-house quality
inspectors who ensure compliance to all the applicable
ISO standards. It also makes use of an external
quality-verification company, to ensure the quality of its
products.
Vallihu pointed out that the challenge of developing a
new product for the local market forced TRE to form new
partnerships with private companies, but proved that the
capacity to build new rail vehicles already existed in
South Africa.
Constructing the series of new wagons has now
positioned TRE to potentially take advantage of the
upcoming rolling stock tenders.
"With TRE now having demonstrated its competence in
rail tank wagon design and manufacture, many other rail
operators have shown interest in this local source of new
high-fidelity, quality rolling stock. For example, Transnet
Pipelines recently placed an order of 50 new high-pressure
petrol tanker wagons," Vallihu revealed.
Transnet was planning to invest R110 billion over five
years into rail, ports and pipelines, with Public Enterprises
Minister Malusi Gigaba also recently indicating that he
would seek ways to release more resources to channel
private sector resources into programmes designed
to revitalise and expand the country's railway network,
as well as other public infrastructure.

ARCHER Z-150 gives pilots
“a better heads-up”

C

projected on the helmet-mounted
arl Zeiss Optronics (CZ0) has
display. The system follows the head
launched a new version of its
movements of the pilot providing him
Helmet Mounted Display and
with the ability to react and make
Sighting System that can be utilised by
mission-critical decisions within
aircrew flying fixed-wing aircraft or
a fraction of a second.
helicopters.
In addition, information on the
The Archer Z-150 was unveiled at
aircraft's performance - such as
the Langkawi International Maritime
airspeed and altitude - is also
and Aerospace Exhibition (LIMA 2011)
displayed, enabling the pilot to keep
in Malaysia.
his head up and eliminating the need
"The Archer Z-150 is based on our
to look around in the cockpit.
combat-proven system that is already
CZO has been leading the world in
used by a number of air forces around
The Archer Z-150 Helmet-Mounted
new product development and
the world," says Ben Ash, Executive
Display System launched by Carl Zeiss Optronics
innovations in this field over the past
Business Development Manager of
at the LIMA2011 show in Malaysia
three decades. CZO is part of Carl
CZO. "It is a cost-effective solution
Zeiss Optronics, the Security and
because it can be configured to fit onto
Defence division of the Carl Zeiss Group, global leaders in the
most standard helmets worn by pilots and aircrew."
manufacturing of optronics, optical and precision engineering
South Africa pioneered the research and development of
products for military and civilian applications.
Helmet Mounted Display Systems (HMDS) in the 1970s and
Ash says the LIMA 2011 exhibition is an important platform
the SA Air Force was the first to fly the helmet-mounted
for CZO to demonstrate the quality of its products to existing
sights operationally.
and potential clients in the Asia-Pacific region.
On HMDS systems, all flight and mission data can be
"Over the past 22 years LIMA has grown into one of the
world's premier aerospace exhibitions, bringing together key
decision-makers in both the defence and civilian sectors," he says.
Helmet-Mounted Display Systems are increasingly being
used in non-military environments, says Frans Vermaak,
responsible for the marketing and sales of airborne systems
at CZO. This includes search-and-rescue operations, coastal
patrols, fire fighting and the monitoring of high voltage
electricity networks.
Archer Z-150 consists of two subsystems - a helmet-mounted
display (HMD) and optical head tracking system (OHTS)
configured to fit onto standard aircrew helmets. The entire system
only adds approximately 600 gram to the weight of the helmet.
The OHTS used in Archer Z-150 have been designed and
manufactured at CZO's facilities in South Africa.
Archer Z-150 provides high accuracy, low latency in-flight
tracking of helmet orientation and position. This is essential for
slaving weapon systems and sensors while displaying stabilised
symbols and images on the HMD. Information is relayed to the
display within a few milliseconds and inflight accuracies of a
few milliradians are achieved.
The Archer Z-150 uses holographic optical waveguide
display technology offering exceptional display performance
and seamless night vision compatibility.
Vermaak says that cockpit mapping and harmonisation of
the HMDS is a one-off exercise and no calibration is required.
Depending on the requirements of the client, between one and
four miniature sensors are installed in the cockpit together with
a processor unit that is integrated with the aircraft's computer.
Installation and calibration of the HMDS can be completed
within two hours. The unique data is stored on the HMDS and
units can be replaced on the flight-line without the requirement
to re-harmonise the HMDS.
For further details contact Ben Ash of Carl Zeiss
Optronics (Pty) Ltd on TEL: 012 674 0103
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Land Systems South Africa awarded multiple armoured
vehicle contracts totaling more than R1.2 billion

B

AE Systems Land Systems South Africa has received
two contract awards totalling more than R1.2 billion to
provide RG31 and RG32M vehicles to the United Arab
Emirates and Sweden.
"These contracts are a significant success to our
South African business and in contributing to the local
economy through sub contracts to local suppliers," said
Johan Steyn, Managing Director Land Systems South Africa.
"The RG31 and RG32M have consistently delivered superior
levels of protection from landmines, improvised
explosive devices and other threats to
many customers world-wide and
mark a standard of operational
effectiveness."
The RG31 is a
mature, combat proven
mine protected
armoured personnel
carrier designed,
developed and
manufactured by
BAE Systems in
South Africa. In total,
over 2,166 RG31

vehicles have been delivered to several customers worldwide.
The RG32M, which is extensively in service with the
Swedish Armed Forces, has various applications to fulfil
a wide spectrum of command, liaison, scouting, patrol and
peacekeeping roles.
The UAE contract is for 73 RG31 Mk6 mobile mortar
platform (MMP) vehicles and the Sweden contract from
FMV is for 110 RG32M patrol vehicles.
Eleven vehicles for the UAE will be delivered this year,
and the rest in 2013. For Sweden, deliveries will start
in mid-2012 and be completed in 2013.
To date, more than 2 166
RG31s have been delivered to a
number of clients across the world.
The vehicle is combat proven
and a mature design.
The RG32M can fulfill
a number of roles, including
command, liaison,
reconnaissance, patrol and
peacekeeping.
For further details
contact Natasha Pheiffer
on TEL: 011 747 3381
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South African Department
of Energy approves 135 MW
Suzlon Cookhouse project
in the Eastern Cape

T

and sustainable
he Republic of South Africa's Minister for Energy,
economic development."
Dipuo Peters has announced her Department's
Mr. Tulsi R.Tanti,
approval of the Cookhouse Wind Energy Facility
founder, Chairman and Managing
project to be carried out in Eastern Cape, by Suzlon Group,
Director - Suzlon Group, said: "This is
the world's fifth largest wind turbine supplier. This project
excellent news for South Africa and a concrete first step of
will utilize Suzlon's 2.1 MW turbines.
the South African Renewables Initiative (SARI). We are
The Cookhouse Wind Energy Facility is one of
extremely proud to be in the first wave of the Cookhouse
South Africa's leading renewable energy projects, having
project.
received a positive Record of Decision from the
"South Africa needs more energy and it also needs
Department of Environment for the erection of up to
thousands of decent and sustainable 'green' jobs. The wind
200 wind turbines; enough to power over
energy sector is well positioned to deliver both of these
88,000 homes.
requirements and
Suzlon
more. We bring to
announced its
“In addition to providing clean power the table our
partnership with
this project, and wind energy,
reliable technology
African Clean Energy
and operating
Developments
have incredible potential for local job creation
experience from
(ACED), African
and sustainable economic development.”
32 countries
Infrastructure
around the world,
Investment
and are confident
Managers
that South Africa
(a company held
will see significant
by Old Mutual
growth in this
Investment Group
space in the
(South Africa) and
decades to come.
Macquarie Capital)
I particularly
and AFPOC Limited,
want to recognise
last year.
Minister Peters for
Working closely
her creative, bold
with its partner, the
and dynamic
Industrial
leadership in
Development
introducing the
Corporation of
policy framework
South Africa, and
which has
with its appointed
enabled today's
Mandated Lead
decision."
Arrangers, Standard
Mr. Silas Zimu,
Bank and Nedbank
CEO Suzlon
Limited, ACED
South Africa,
finalised a financing
said: "When I
package which
joined Suzlon, my vision for its role in South Africa was to
notably includes a significant portion of Broad Based
create jobs, and generate green electricity. As a Group we
Black Economic Empowerment ownership.
are committed to local empowerment, and to enable
Speaking on the development, Mr. Thomas Donnelly,
environmental, ecological and sustainable growth - and I
Managing Director ACED, said: "This is an important
believe that this project stays true to that vision.
milestone for the project, ACED and for South Africa.
Cookhouse is a fantastic first project to turn that vision
The Cookhouse project marks a major first step in our
into a welcome reality."
plans to build a 1 GW renewable energy portfolio over the
As the Cookhouse Wind Energy Facility successfully
next three years, with our 200 turbine agreement with
secured a Power Purchase Agreement under the
Suzlon at the core of our plans.
South African REBID procurement process, commencement
"In addition to providing clean power - this project, and
of this project is due to begin in 2012.
wind energy, have incredible potential for local job creation
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AfriMold exhibition and conference
to move to Gallagher Estate
Exhibition set to take place from 10 to 12 October 2012.

F

ollowing a highly successful second event the organisers
of AfriMold, the premier exhibition for the African tooling,
die and mould making industries, have announced that
the third AfriMold 2012 Exhibition and Conference will move
venue. The show will be held at the Gallagher Estate in
Midrand, Gauteng from 10 to 12 October 2012. This decision
comes after lengthy discussions and collaboration between the
organisers, exhibitors and the key industry associations.
"Our aim is to bring value both directly to the industry and
indirectly to the overall South African economy," says AfriMold
managing director Ron MacLarty.
The key factors that influenced the decision to move the
event to Midrand were:
• Easy accessibility, situated between Johannesburg
and Pretoria
• Gautrain and shuttle bus facilities direct to
the venue
• No exhibition floor loading limit
• Conference facilities
• Free parking in grounds for exhibitors and secure
visitor parking

•

Beautiful gardens and restaurants to entertain
business associates

Further demonstrating their commitment to investing in the
event, the organisers are pleased to welcome Louise Taylor as
dedicated Exhibition Sales Manager for AfriMold. Louise brings
a wealth of industry experience to the existing team and is well
known to many exhibitors.
"We look forward to delivering a highly successful event in
2012" concludes MacLarty.
About AfriMold
AfriMold is a leading trade exhibition for the tooling, die,
design, application development and mould making industries.
It is affiliated to EuroMold - one of the most respected
exhibitions of its type in Germany, which was introduced to the
market in 1994. In addition, successful sister exhibitions
include DieMould India, RosMould Russia, AsiaMold China,
AmeriMold USA and EuroMold Brazil.
For more information contact Ron MacLarty at AfriMold
on TEL: 072 353 6699, email: ron@afrimold.co.za or
visit www.afrimold.co.za
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Gilo Engineering & Manufacturing
moving with the times
A Proudly South African
engineering and manufacturing
success story has played out in a
Johannesburg-based company's
Booysens Reserve premises,
where experience gained in
building off-road racing specials
has been put to good use to design
and manufacture automotive
conversion kits and specialised
motor sport components.

E

stablished 44 years ago, Gilo Engineering & Manufacturing
Company has gained a reputation as a specialist in
the field of precision-engineered components and
specialised motor sport components, particularly for the
automotive industry.
The company is a supplier to original-equipment
manufacturers, the automotive aftermarket and the racing
industry.
Its extensive range includes flywheels, bell housings,
automotive adaptor plates, drive shafts, pulleys, bobbins,
fittings, impellers, brake discs, bracketry, cab and load body
mountings, side steps, spacers, housings, high-performance
wheel studs, stub axles, nonferrous castings and complete
purpose-built vehicles, constant-velocity joint cages and
performance cages.
Owner and founder of Gilo Engineering, Guido de Greef,
has probably facilitated more engine transplants than
anyone in South Africa, through his specially designed

Owner and founder of Gilo Engineering & Manufacturing
Company Guido de Greef working on his Mazak Integrex 300
that is capable of working up to 7-axis
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adapter plates and conversion kits.
Guido started his first business in Johannesburg,
repairing hand tools for large suppliers to the engineering
industry. Later, he developed and built the first silkscreen
printing machine in South Africa.
He then progressed to the manufacture of mainly stainless
steel machinery for the food and chemical industries.
By age 20 Guido had founded Gilo Engineering and had
set up premises in Fordsburg, Johannesburg. One of his first
projects was to manufacture an adapter plate to install a
Chev V8 housing on to a Jeep T90 gearbox, for a friend.
"That's how it started," says Guido.
Now situated in Booysens Reserve, South of
Johannesburg, GILO Engineering has become well known for
their quality and innovation.
Guido remembers when he was first making adapters to
combine a Ford V6 and a VW gearbox, as the combination
was used in off road sandmaster racing cars, long before
anyone thought of using it in a Microbus. It has since
become one of the most popular transplants in South Africa.
According to Guido, at least one well known performance
specialist claimed to have built a prototype V6 Microbus that
actually took shape in his own workshop!
Today, there is hardly a motor on the South African
market which will not fit onto a VW gearbox - as a large
number of taxis use alternative power.
Later, when Guido started casting the adapters, he had
problems getting aluminium of the right quality that he was
happy with so Gilo Engineering bought a foundry and, in
consultation with the manufacturers of the aluminium
ingots, has come up with a formulation that meets Guido's
exacting requirements.
There's more to the conversion industry than one might
think, says Guido. For example, he makes adapters for all
Japanese 2 - 4 ton trucks, like the Mitsubishi Canter and
Toyota Dyna, Ford V6's, Chev 2.5's or whatever other
engines are available.

Moulds lined up in the aluminium foundry

Gilo Engineering also manufactures adapters for
forklifts, hydraulic drives and industrial applications as well
as adapters between gearboxes and transfer cases or
axles and brake callipers. They are also involved in original
equipment manufacturing for the South African motor
industry.
Equipment in the company's 1 580 m² factory at
24, 5th street, in Booysens Reserve, Johannesburg, includes
NC lathes, horizontal and vertical three- and four-axis NC
machining centres, various conventional machines
and the aluminium foundry where the company casts
sand and gravity mould castings, mainly for its own
consumption.

A general view of the machine shop

The raw materials used by the 12-employee
Gilo Engineering are mild steel, stainless steel, aluminium,
copper, brass, titanium and plastics.
Working with Mastercam and SolidWorks
Gilo Engineering was one of the first companies in South
Africa to purchase SolidWorks. "That was over 15 years ago
and today all our adapters are designed on the sophisticated
CAD software and then cast in the special aluminium before
being machined on high tech numerically controlled
equipment interfacing with Mastercam" explained Guido.
"With Mastercam for SolidWorks, any design change that
we experience is handled quickly in Mastercam for SolidWorks."
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Various models,
components and products
that have been created
on the 3D printer

"SolidWorks users can program their parts directly within
SolidWorks using Mastercam's tool paths and machining
strategies. The CAM system includes a suite of cutting
strategies, including Feature Based Machining (FBM) and
3D, high speed machining tool paths. According to the
company, high speed machining promotes longer tool life,
faster machining time and precision cutting by creating
smooth cuts that eliminate sharp moves. The system
features a set of automated cleanup tool paths, allowing the
user to unload parts faster and with little or no handwork.
FBM evaluates a part's features and automatically designs
an effective machining strategy."
"Our in-house design department, utilising our
CAD / CAM facilities, will endeavour to design and
manufacture other specialised automotive and industrial
components to order," continued Guido.
Master3DGage
Gilo Engineering has enhanced their inspection and
quality competencies with the recent installation of a
PC-based Master3DGage™ portable CMM system.
"The Master3DGage, purchased from Mecad Systems,
uses precise, 3D model-based software to quickly and
accurately verify part quality-right on a CNC machine or
anywhere else in the manufacturing process. All you have to
do is just align the part, inspect it, and report it. First article
inspections that used to take hours or days now take just
minutes" says Guido.
"The complete hardware/software solution automates the
3D inspection process and quickly verifies manufactured
parts directly to 3D CAD models. Master3DGage™ integrates
a six-axis portable CMM with advanced 3D model-based
inspection software. This complete solution delivers a
precise, fully automated digital process to inspect directly to
CAD models anywhere on the shop floor."
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New Fortus 250mc 3D printer
Gilo Engineering is pushing the boundaries further in its
quest to broaden its reputation as specialists in the field of
precision engineered components with the purchase of a
3D printer in August 2011.
"Again we are the first in South Africa to install this type
and make of equipment into our production process and
believe that it is the future of manufacturing" explained
Guido.
"Users are moving beyond prototyping into low volume
production with
their additive
manufacturing
machines. The
most common
manufacturing
application is to
build functioning
manufacturing
tools, like jigs and
fixtures to be
used in the
production
process. But we
are still at an
early stage in this
development. We
are mainly using
the 3D printer to
evaluate
components
Gilo Engineering is pushing the boundaries
before going the
further in its quest to broaden its reputation
route of expensive
as specialists in the field of precision
tooling and
engineered components with the purchase
production and
of a Fortus 250mc 3D printer in August 2011

the finding out that the component or product is not
ergonomically viable, for example."
"The Fortus 250mc 3D printer uses Insight software to
drive the 3D printer allowing us to control the look, strength
and precision of parts. The 254 x 254 x 305 mm build
envelope is not the biggest on offer but it suits our needs at
present."
"To create parts, the machine uses ABSplus
thermoplastic, which offers excellent mechanical proprieties,
including impact strength, tensile strength, flexural strength,
and bonding strength for tough, functional applications.
ABSplus comes in ivory, white, blue, fluorescent yellow,
black, red, nectarine, olive green and grey colours."
"The Fortus 250mc is based on the Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) process. Some users have found the
FDM method to be a viable alternative to conventional
metal-cutting manufacturing methods like milling, turning
and boring. Additive manufacturing with a Fortus 250mc
can be performed in-house, saving money on production,
documentation, raw materials, and warehousing."

Daughter Janine has recently joined Dad Guido in the business.
Janine is primarily involved in operating the 3D printer and the
PC-based Master3DGage™ portable CMM system

About 3D printing
3D printing offers a fast, low-cost alternative for building
concept and working models. Using durable acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic, 3D printers build functional
3D models from the bottom up, one layer at a time.
Designed for workstation and network access,
3D printers are small, affordable, and suitable for office
installation near the end user providing convenience
and ease.

Son Louis has been involved in the business since he left school
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Models that have been created on the 3D printer

3D printers can help you quickly fine tune
designs and cut weeks, even months, from your
development schedule. Now you can test form,
fit and function and explore as many design
iterations as you like over your network, right
from your desktop.
Motorsport
Gilo Engineering has been involved in
motorsport in South Africa for many years, as a
supplier of specialised components, a sponsor
of major off road events as well as being a
competitor.
Gilo Engineering has until recently built,
serviced and race prepared the works team
Toyota Hilux off road racer for Toyota SA.
Another example of Gilo Engineering's
flexibility and capabilities was when they
had to build five sand rail cars similar to the

A component that has been machined

Another example of Gilo Engineering's flexibility
and capabilities was when they had to build five
sand rail cars similar to the ones that compete
in the special vehicle category of South African
off-road racing for an Australian client

Gilo Engineering has been involved in motorsport in South Africa for many years, as a supplier
of specialised components, a sponsor of major off road events as well as being a competitor
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ones that compete in the
special vehicle category of
South African off-road racing
for an Australian client.
From the time the order
was received, with only a
concept idea to go on, Gilo
Engineering designed and
built the five special vehicles
in just 13 weeks.
All the sub components
like front suspension,
steering, wheel hubs and
spindles, rear suspension,
brakes, seating
arrangements, drive
configuration etc, had to be
designed and developed.
The company was also
required to fit automatic
transmissions, which posed
a further complication.
Although some
components and special
parts such as engine
management systems
suitable for the application,
race-car seats, 5-point
safety harnesses, coil
springs made from ground
material, radiators, oil-coolers,
electric fans, bearings, oil
seals, switches, gauges,
rims, tyres and many bolts
and nuts had to be sourced,
most components were
manufactured in-house.
These included the
mainframe, engine to gearbox
adaptor, suspension control
arms, shock absorbers,
wheel hubs, wheel spindles,
steering boxes, side shafts,
brake rotors, wheel studs,
ball joints and cups,
rod-ends, tie-rods, and many
other small parts.
For further details
contact Gilo Engineering on
TEL: 011 835 2915 or visit
www.giloeng.com

CFW cooling industry
Temperature, humidity and air circulation make
the most immediate and noticeable difference to
employee productivity levels and
equipment functionality.

E

mployee comfort means more than just saving money
on energy costs. Research has proven that worker
satisfaction within the plant environment
translates to as much as a 15 percent
increase in productivity. Improvements
in climate conditions are the biggest
contributing factor. That's because
temperature, humidity and air
circulation make the most immediate
and noticeable difference to
employees.
Industrial fans and blowers are
machines whose primary function is
to provide a large flow of air or gas to
various processes of many industries.
This is achieved by rotating a number of
blades, connected to a hub and shaft, and
driven by a motor or turbine. The flow rates of these fans
range from approximately 5.7 to 57 000 cubic metres per
minute. A blower is another name for a fan that operates
where the resistance to the flow is primarily on the
downstream side of the fan.
Functions and industries
There are many uses for the continuous flow of air or
gas that industrial fans generate, including combustion,
ventilation, aeration, particulate transport, exhaust, cooling,
air-cleaning, and drying, to name a few. The industries
served include electrical power production, pollution control,
metal manufacturing and processing, cement production,
mining, petrochemical, food processing, cryogenics, and
clean rooms.
Family business CFW Industries specialises in the design
and manufacture of industrial fans, drying systems, fume
and dust control systems and related products and services.
The holding company consists of two companies - CFW Fans

Inside the foundry
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and CFW Projects.
A broad-based engineering company, CFW
Industries has sheet metal and plate fabrication
manufacturing facilities, an aluminium foundry, a
toolroom and a glass fibre works.
CFW Fans
CFW Fans has carved a distinguished career in the
manufacture of industrial fans and evaporative coolers since
its establishment in 1966, specialising in the design,
manufacture and distribution of fans to the industrial,
mining, power generation and HVAC sectors.
The experience and knowledge gained since the
company's establishment as Continental Fan Works has
positioned CFW as a supplier to major corporations in
Southern Africa and CFW fans are used in industrial
applications worldwide.
Based in Parow Industria, Western Cape the CFW
manufacturing facility occupies an area of around
20 000 m². This facility is constantly upgraded to
incorporate the latest manufacturing methods and machinery.
Facilities include:
• CNC forming
• Aluminium foundry
• CNC punching and bending
• CNC laser cutting
• Sandblasting and spray painting



One of the more recent equipment installations
was a Trumpf TruBend 5320 press brake

•
•
•
•
•

Inside the machine shop

Static and dynamic balancing
Machine shop with CNC lathes and machining
centres
Fan testing facility to ISO 5801 test standard
Flame cutting and welding (MMA, MIG/MAG & TIG)
Mild and stainless steel plate & sheet metal
fabrication

The innovation and production of quality products that
can withstand the rigours of modern industrial duty has been
an essential building block in the success of CFW Fans. A
wide range of documented, pre-engineered fans is available
which have been designed and tested to ISO 5801 1997 and
BS 848 Part 1 1963 and 1980 in CFW's research and
development facility.
CFW manufacture both centrifugal fan and axial fan
designs. The centrifugal fan range includes backward
laminar, backward curved, flat backward, radial paddle
blade, forward curved multi-vane and radial blade high
pressure blowers. The axial fan products include direct
driven axial, belt driven axial, spun bifurcated and fabricated
bifurcated fans.
Products and ancillary services offered by the
company include:
• High pressure centrifugal blowers
• Heavy duty fans up to ø4000 mm
• Centrifugal fans (all types)

Assembly and testing
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CFW also offers laser cutting where they have a
Bystronic Bystar laser equipped with a Byloader
for automatic loading

Lateral channel blowers
Evaporative coolers
Axial aerofoil fans
Bifurcated fans
Oven plug fans
Plate axial fans
Propeller fans
Roof fans
Dust collectors
On-site dynamic balancing and conditioning
monitoring
Fan testing to ISO, ANSI/AMCA

CFW also provide a comprehensive range of support
services, not only for their own products, but also for any
make of fan or blower. They have a dedicated onsite
maintenance and servicing team that can inspect, service or
repair any make of industrial fan.
Years of experience and close association with various
authorities in the fields of fluid flow, thermodynamics, noise
control and machine design has contributed significantly to
the pool of intellectual property held by the company.
Custom fans for unique applications are designed and
developed using structured and fluid dynamics and
proprietary design software.
The quality control department establishes and
maintains quality systems and procedures in accordance
with ISO 9001 guidelines and is audited annually.

CFW has a section dedicated to bending and punching which
includes a number of Amada press brakes and punching machines

January 2012

A large fan and bag house designed
and installed by CFW Projects

A recent installation done
by CFW Projects

CFW Projects holds a respected market in both South Africa and overseas,
specialising in the design, manufacture, project handling and distribution of
production machinery, complete with material handling and automation systems
Some of the more notable projects that CFW Fans
has been involved in is the manufacture and supply
of fans (ø2000 mm centrifugal) for the Cahora Bassa
Hydro Electric Scheme; fans (250kW centrifugal) for a
baghouse facility for Exxaro; fans (650kW centrifugal)

for Assmang Mine; a fan (600kW centrifugal) for Isover;
blowers (seal air) for Eskom 2; manufacture, supply
and installation of particle transportation for PG Bison;
rotary dryers and calciners for Johnson Matthey;
industrial ventilation for McCain Foods.
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coating industry. All mechanical design is done in 3D CAD
(Solidworks) and the electrical design in E-Plan.
The in-house electrical department offer services like
electrical design/drawings, PLC programming, Scada s
ystems, panel building and electrical site installation.

The design team includes mechanical
designers, electrical designers,
PLC programmers and a chemical
engineer with 15 years experience in
the catalyst coating industry

CFW Projects (Pty) Ltd
Sister company CFW Projects
holds a respected market in both
South Africa and overseas,
specialising in the design,
manufacture, project handling and
distribution of production machinery,
complete with material handling and
automation systems.
The design team includes mechanical designers,
electrical designers, PLC programmers and a chemical
engineer with 15 years experience in the catalyst
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Siemens, Delta and Allen Bradley are the preferred control
systems, but other control systems can be done
on request.

During the design phase emphasis is placed on client's
exact needs, energy efficiency, compact design, simplicity
and user friendliness.
Designs are prepared in the finest detail and no parts
or components are manufactured without a detail
drawing showing the drawing number, type of material,
all dimensions and critical tolerances. These drawing
numbers are clearly indicated in a spares manual, ensuring
a fast and correct after sales service.
Where a new design concept is specifically developed
with a customer's input, a secrecy agreement can be
signed.

CFW Projects has designed and installed equipment
in South Africa, USA, Argentina, Mexico, Belgium, England,
Japan, China, India, Malaysia and Germany.
CFW Projects has testing facilities for back pressure,
air flow characteristics, drying and calcining tests.
The most resent (2011) project CFW Projects has
completed was a complete Rooibos tea processing system
to the value of R30 million. This was done as a turnkey
project and included all mechanical, electrical and a
Scada operating system.
For further details contact the CFW Group on
TEL: 021 931 8331
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Perpetual innovation How Aerosud SA emerged
as aviation leaders
As in flight, to be successful in business, one must be agile and able to
respond to changing conditions. It is something the team at Aerosud has
learned and exemplified in their 20 years in business as leaders in the
South Africa aviation industry.

A

erosud's roots lie in design development. Before the
company's formation in 1990, its key leaders were
running the South African Rooivalk Combat Support
Helicopter programme, and shared many cumulative years of
design experience. Paul Potgieter, the Group Managing Director,
was the programme manager at that time, and explains when
the Rooivalk programme was winding down, the team decided
to move on and form Aerosud together.
That meant for the first nine years, Aerosud was run as a
design burrow, focusing on the upgrade of military aircraft.
Towards the later 1990s, however, the team started understanding
that the design business was very cyclical and did not provide
the solid business base needed to sustain the company's
growth. Out of necessity, the Aerosud team changed gears and
formulated a separate volume manufacturing business.
"We had an incredible amount to learn," reflects Potgieter.
The team was also faced with navigating the turbulent local

business environment. "At that time, it was our sincere and
honest opinion that prior to 1990, the South African industry
had a captive client. There were defence contracts with a lot of
money on them and they had a captive client in South Africa,
which was a comfortable position to be in from a business
position. In 1990, we felt as a team that that position was
unsustainable," says Potgieter. It was the opinion of the team
that there must be a new South Africa emerging.
There was a zeitgeist sweeping the country at the time, and
the shift in political structure meant a monumental shift in the
way local business was run. The early 90s saw the end of
apartheid and the emergence of "a new South Africa," which
affected every aspect of the country, including industry. What
had been a very localised and secluded country, economically,
was going to open up to the global market.
"We felt we would be seeing a resolution of the conflicts
[concerning apartheid] and see incipient solutions around the
new dispensations in South Africa,"
says Potgieter.
"Should that happen, the
defence budgets would diminish,
the defence contracts would
decrease, and we would see an
influx in foreign offers from the
global market place. We said this
comfort zone was going to disappear.
We said the only way to move into
the future was to globalise and to
get into the global market. So, yes,
there was a huge risk. We saw
diminishing contracts, we had to
get into the international
marketplace, we didn't have any
real contracts to do it on the
back of, and so it was absolutely
a huge risk."

Paul Potgieter Jnr (Program Leader Innovation) and Jan Alberts standing in front of a
Haas VR11B 5-axis machining centre. The component they are holding is a wing rib for the
A400M wingtip and the material machined is monolithic aluminium 7040. Roughly between 95% and
98% of the billet is machined away to get the structure as light as possible. A machined component is
still superior due to the low part count and removal of complex joints between smaller components.
An integral tagging system is used for clamping, which is machined away on the final stage of
machining, thus not requiring any dedicated fixtures. Estimated delivery is one ship-set per month
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Major contracts
The risks paid off. In November
2001, in a move to achieve a
global portfolio and as a rejoinder
to the changing political landscape,
Boeing signed an agreement with
Aerosud to manufacture parts for
use across a wide range of Boeing
airplane models. This agreement
came in conjunction with the


relationship with the core
team. We have a very
dedicated group of people."
The second reason is the
willingness of that team to
conquer uncharted territories.
"Jokingly, I sometimes say that
out of ignorance, we have
done things that we should
have known better than to try.
We have gone where angels
fear to tread, to quote
Alexander Pope. The tenacity
of the team has invariably
pulled off the day. Volume
manufacturing is in exactly
that category. There is a
can-do mentality inside the
team that is quite mature."
The combination of
intelligence, flexibility and risk
taking has made Aerosud a
recognised and respected
brand in an increasingly
A Haas GR 712 3-axis router with an optionally fitted Tri-Tech 5-axis head. The basic Haas configuration
competitive international
is used for high speed routing of all sheet metal parts. No laser cutting is permitted due to the
market place. Aerosud are
heat affected zones around holes and high stress regions. The 5-axis head from Tri-Tech (North America)
now international leaders in
is the only one currently fitted and used in the Southern Hemisphere.
the upgrading of existing
It is used for final trim and drilling of formed sheet metal parts, prior to final assembly.
military aircraft and design
The machine is also fitted with a vacuum bed, designed and manufactured by Aerosud which
manufacturing activities for
makes tag-less routing possible, saving considerable rework on tag removal
commercial aviation. And not
to beat a metaphor, but it
opening of Aerosud's new manufacturing facility adjacent to the
seems the sky is the limit for the South African company.
Waterkloof Air Force Base in Pretoria. Aerosud was specifically
"I think we would like to see some organic growth as
contracted to manufacture the parts for the Boeing 737 line.
opposed to some daring new venture," Potgieter says of the
In 2006, on the reputation of the work Aerosud was doing
future of his company. The main thrust of the business will
with Boeing, the company was awarded a lucrative contract
continue to seek organic growth in areas it is already
with Airbus, and was one of two key local industrial players to
established. Potgieter says the mentioned CFRTP is one area
acquire a share in the African Non-destructive Testing Centre
where Aerosud is positively investing in technology for the
(ANDTC) and the A400M model, for which Aerosud has several
future in manufacturing. Another is in laser-centred direct
packages today. The Airbus relationship, says Potgieter,
manufacturing technology. They are both aligned with and
"started off with the A320 family-the world's best selling family
associated with the company's production in manufacturing
of single-aisle, twin-engined jetliners. That relationship grew
activities.
into a strong association with Spirit Aviation Europe for whom
Having responded to changing political climates and
we started manufacturing parts."
succeeded, with a focus on technological niches and a healthy
Aerosud currently manufactures roughly one million parts,
synergic relationship with the Airbus family and its supply base,
details and assembly per annum, mainly in structural
Aerosud is propelling the global aviation industry forward.
aluminium parts, in vacuum form plastic (mainly interior trim),
and some composite work. More recently Aerosud has
launched strongly into a new technology business, the
continuous fibre reinforced thermoform plastic, or CFRTP.
All of which has developed into the company becoming
a supplier or designer for the new AA350 model. "The
relationship is very strong," says Potgieter. "I see it developing
with Airbus, as well as its suppliers such as Spirit Areosystems
and their tier-one suppliers."
Where angels fear to tread
What were the keys to Aerosud attracting such major
contracts? Potgieter cites two distinguishing factors. The first is
the committed team. "The core guys inside the company and
lead team have come a long way together," he says. "We came
through the Rooivalk programme and have developed a lot of
experience. We have had the opportunity of handpicking and
selecting a very strong team of people with experience and
commitment. We are not experimenting with interpersonal
relationships and there is a very stable, long standing
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Aerosud incorporated a Kreon Technologies KZ100
laser scanner on a Wenzel LH54 to assist in the measurement
and inspection of completed components

The combination of intelligence, flexibility and risk taking has made
Aerosud a recognised and respected brand in an increasingly competitive
international market place. Aerosud are now international leaders
in the upgrading of existing military aircraft and design manufacturing activities
for commercial aviation. And not to beat a metaphor, but it seems the
sky is the limit for the South African company
Beyond that, it is an example of what the "new SA" has achieved.

years, the company has integrated a number of specific
business solutions and enhanced its business processes to

About the organisation
Aerosud was formed in
1990. The first major
contract involved the
re-engineering of the
Mirage F1 Fighter with the
Klimov RD33 engine used
in the Mig 29 fighter.
Towards 1995, they
embarked on diversification
into the commercial
aviation market with the
design of galleys and other
interior systems. Today
Aerosud is an internationally
recognised supplier for
interior systems.
Aerosud now
manufacture around 2000
parts and assemblies a day
and supply these to the
assembly lines of Airbus,
Boeing, BAE Systems,
Agusta Westland
Helicopters and Spirit
AeroSystems. Their projects
involve both civil and
military aviation engineering
and their activities cover
design, development,
prototyping, manufacture
and in-service support.
Aerosud Holdings (PTY)
LTD has three divisions
under its wing namely
Aerosud Aviation (PTY) LTD,
Aerosud Aerospace
Systems (PTY) LTD and
Aerosud Innovation and
Training Center (PTY) LTD.
Aerosud Aviation is the
manufacturing arm while
Aerosud Aerospace
Systems is mainly involved
in the upgrades of military
aircraft for the South
African Air Force and other
international air forces.



Aerosud Aviation (Pty) Ltd
Aerosud Aviation (Pty)
Ltd was established as the
single production oriented
entity within the Aerosud
Group. During the past four
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several improvement projects
over recent years.
Traditionally Aerosud
operated on a forecast and
confirmed schedule basis
whereas today it is based on a
daily consumption driven
mode of operation. This
enables the alignment
between supply and demand
as it is based on pull
replenishment whilst increasing
inventory turns and reducing
shortages. Higher inventory
turns inherently means
shorter lead-times and lower
work-in-process levels, which
were achieved by the
abolishment of local
efficiencies as a holistic
systems view were taken.
Lower inventory levels disclose
"hidden" capacity, which can
be applied as necessary with
A tail boom for the AHRLAC aircraft. There are two tail booms fitted per aircraft.
the intention to balance flow
All sheet metal is 2024 aluminium routed on the Haas GR 712, all other machinings
among production.
and stringers are 7050 aluminium machined on a Haas VR11B 5-axis machining centre
Establishing proper flow
entailed activities like the
establish a Production System using off-the-shelf ERP, and
determination of new inventory targets, sorting of current
PLM solutions in complimentary roles, as the basis of the
production orders and management of priorities. These
production operation.
activities were of assistance in establishing the motion of
ERP systems traditionally focus on transactional data and
moving the required production orders at the required time,
accuracies, while PLM systems are primarily focussed at
realising attainment of on-time delivery.
Intellectual property management.
Aerosud's in-house developed software, which is known as
Aerosud Aviation employs just over 400 people.
SFDC (Shop Floor Data Collection), played a vital role in
Key customers include OEM's such as Boeing, Airbus and
integrating all of Aerosud's different Business Systems.
BAES, as well as major Tier 1 suppliers, such as Spirit
The rationale behind the software development was to enable
Aerosystems, Labinal, Sicma Aeroseats, and various airlines.
tracking of production orders. In the end, the software also
In the Aerosud Aviation Production system, these systems
included functions like master production scheduling,
are integrated, through in-house adaptations, exploiting the
production prioritisation & expediting methods, integrated
respective strengths, while eliminating overlap and manual
non-conformance & quality modules and visibility of internal
data transfers/translations. Comprehensive data exchange and
part & external material shortages. The software further
management is also established with its OEM customers,
permits quantitative performance analysis that serves
through e-business tools.
as a pivot for the daily level-three production meeting.
In addition, Aerosud Aviation has established a number of
key supporting home-grown Business systems and processes
that has supported comprehensive EN/AS 9100 certification.
The Production system is further enhanced with unique
production scheduling and tracking software, comprehensive
bar-coded tracking and reporting capability providing real time
(and accurate) data availability. The system prioritises, tracks
and reports production status on more than 100 000 parts at
any given time, both internally to Aerosud Aviation and
externally to its manufacturing sub-tier suppliers.
The Aerosud Production system employs a selective
combination of Lean Manufacturing and Theory of Constraint
principals to optimise the production of more than 60 000
aircraft parts per month, ranging from low (1 part /assy) to
significant complexity (1 000 parts/assy).
Continuous improvement
In order to remain competitive in the marketplace while
satisfying shareholder expectations, companies need to
improve. This makes continuous improvement a critical
element of any company's success and a key factor in gaining,
as well as sustaining, a decisive competitive edge. The
abovementioned explains why Aerosud embarked on
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A recent machine that was installed by Durma South Africa
is a Durma AD-R 30135 CNC controlled press-brake.
The 135 ton 3 metre machine is used to form various formed
components, mainly out of 2024 aluminium. This includes
box type structures and bent-up stringers



An Aerosud designed and manufactured CNC controlled
hydraulic press for the forming of "Track-cans" for Airbus. Aerosud
is now the single source supplier for all of the "Track-cans"
on the Airbus A320-series aircraft, and have to manufacture all
sub components, including caps, flanges, and tubes

"Track-can" flanges are drilled and trimmed using a
Haas VF4 vertical machining centre prior to welding
and final assembly

This meeting resolves around topics like safety, quality, cost,
delivery and people along with a discussion forum about
problems, either real or perceived, in daily operations.
These discussions are in accordance with the production
value-streams, capacity-constraint-resources, production-cell
trends, part and material shortages; and create the opportunity
to illuminate or escalate unresolved problems to higher-level
management and functional departments.
Furthermore, an additional set of tools were developed to
facilitate the review of the anticipated results, substantiating

the proven methodologies and gained knowledge. Buffer
penetration, which is one of the aforementioned tools, helps to
examine production's reaction to the new established inventory
targets. Therefore, buffer penetration enables further inventory
reduction, accompanied with batch size reduction, and serves
as a platform for sustained improvement.
At present, Aerosud offers two types of production
modules i.e. make-to-availability and make-to-order. The
make-to-availability module characterises a main part of
Aerosud's business model and can be classified as items
where the tolerance time of the clients is shorter than the
production lead-time. The make-to-order module also lives
within the Aerosud business model and can be described as
once-off orders or low-volume high-value items. Aerosud is
also looking into two other types of production modules
among the different tiers i.e. assemble-to-availability and
assemble-to-order.
Aerosud Aerospace Systems (Pty) Ltd
The Aerosud Aerospace Systems operating division was
formed in 2007 and focuses on programme management for
aircraft upgrades.
Aerosud Aerospace Systems is responsible for design and
upgrading of airframe structures and systems including
pneumatic, hydraulic, fuel, environmental control, electrical and
servo-systems as well as the design and production of engine
intake and exhaust modifications. The company is also capable
of performing systems integration and ground and flight
testing. Aerosud Aerospace Systems has been involved in a
number of major combat aircraft upgrade programmes,
including the installation of chaff/flare and avionic systems as
well as aircraft engine and system modifications.
Other programmes include aircraft interior refurbishment
and spray wash systems for power lines.
Past experience includes the life extension program for the
Mirage F1 and III aircraft, by installing the Russian Mig-29
engine, life extension program for the Dakota C-47, with
PT-6 engines, new avionics and EW fit, 16-g seats,
windscreens, and other system upgrades and weapons system
upgrade to the MI-35 Hind helicopter, incorporating a 20 mm
sighted cannon, EW system and missile system.
Aerosud Innovation and Training Center (Pty) Ltd
The Aerosud Innovation and Training Center hit the ground
running in 2007 focusing on new product development, new
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Aerosud now manufacture around 2000 parts and assemblies a day
and supply these to the assembly lines of Airbus, Boeing, BAE Systems,
Agusta Westland Helicopters and Spirit AeroSystems. Their projects involve
both civil and military aviation engineering and their activities cover design,
development, prototyping, manufacture and in-service support
manufacturing and processing efficiencies, new material
development, which includes the previously mentioned CFRTP
programme, as well as training of young engineers and
technicians in cooperation with national research institutions,
universities, and foreign partner companies.
Located on the company's Centurion campus, the
Aerosud Innovation and Training Center recently moved into a
state-of-the-art-building in November, which will now allow the
company to accommodate all of the disciplines and equipment
associated with the Aerosud Innovation and Training Center
under one roof.
The Aerosud Innovation and Training Center includes a
digital design and manufacture programme using CATIA design
software (the global aerospace industry standard) and CNC
multi-axis machining tools (Haas five-axis CNC machines) to
integrate and streamline the design-to-manufacture processes,
and reduce set-up times, as well as develop the capability to
execute high-speed machining, even of exotic materials such as
titanium and inconel. Fundamental to all this is the concept of
Design-for-Manufacture.
A recent machine that was installed by Durma South Africa
is a Durma AD-R 30135 CNC controlled press-brake. The
135 ton 3 metre machine is used to form various formed
components, mainly out of 2024 aluminium. This includes box
type structures and bent-up stringers.
Another of the innovation programmes under way is the
direct manufacture of solid parts using laser sintering or
electron beam sintering in conjunction with the CSIR. Currently,
the direct manufacturing innovation programme is being led by
the Central University of Technology, in Bloemfontein, but, in due
course, the company will migrate part of it back to Centurion.

Direct manufacture of solid parts aims to greatly reduce the
cost and complexity currently involved in the manufacture of
solid metal parts for aircraft. Today, the process involves
smelting ore into raw ingots, which are then turned into refined
billets, which are imported into South Africa (aviation
production needs special high-grade varieties of metals,
uneconomic to produce in this country owing to the small size
of the local market) at significant cost, and which are then
subjected to extensive machining to produce the final part. The
machining stage, aimed at producing a complex yet lightweight
part, can see 90% of the refined billet being turned into waste.
The direct manufacturing programme seeks to make viable
a very different approach - turning ore into refined powder, and
then sintering that powder using laser or electron beams to fuse
the particles into what is called a near net shape part, which is
then turned into the final part by means of minimal machining.
Another objective is to be able to implement these
developments in Aerosud's sub-tier supplier companies.
Production facilities
The Aerosud premises are adjacent to the Waterkloof Air
Force Base near Pretoria. The 53 000 m² property, allows for
future development to further enhance capabilities. Current
production facilities include production floor space of
approximately 10 000 m². The company's capabilities on the
premises include:
• Structural fabrication
• Composite forming and engineering
• Thermoplastic vacuum forming
• Custom design and development
• Aircraft and interior refurbishment

Welded and painted "Track-cans" for the Airbus 320 series. The components shown are at various stages
of completion. There are 26 track cans per aircraft with a total of 30 ship-sets required per month
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Product profile
With the vast facilities
and diverse skills Aerosud
has become an established
leader in the South African
aviation industry, and is
increasingly being recognised
as a respected brand name in
the very competitive
international marketplace.
Today, deeply involved in
both Civil and Military
Aviation Engineering projects,
Aerosud activities cover
design, development,
prototyping, manufacture,
service support and are
able to offer a wide range
of products for major aircraft
manufacturers.
Aerosud offers
products and services from
prototype design and
development to full scale
multi component production
lines.


Vacuum forming
Vacuum form production is
organised around four NC controlled
vacuum forming machines, ranging
from 1.2 m x 1.2 m to 1.2 m x 2.4 m.
Machine capabilities include
double platen forming, pressure
forming and plug-assist forming
techniques. A high degree of control
and repeatability is achieved. Quick
tool change operation allows for
efficient small batch production.
Materials that are regularly
processed include Polycarbonates,
Polyphenylenesulphanes (PPS),
Polyethirimides (PEI), and
Polyetheretherketones (PEEK), in
thicknesses ranging from 1.2 mm
to 3.2 mm.

facility for aluminium alloys approved
by both Airbus and Boeing. Automated
part marking, robotic welding and a
new NDT facility are being utilised.
Current production volumes exceed
60 000 parts per month.
Sheet metal assemblies
The sheet metal assembly is
performed in a variety of categories.
The majority of activity is focused at
serial production of assemblies.
Products include avionic rack
assemblies (such as VU 120 and
VU 80 for Airbus A320 family).
The manufacture and weld
assembly of specialised Class 1
components are also performed, and
materials include Inconel and
Aluminium. This activity also includes
airframe modifications, upgrades and
repairs, and special programs.
Aerosud supplies the metallic
wingtip assembly for the A 400 M
Transport aircraft.
VERICUT is used for tool path
development and SigmaNEST is used
on the sheetmetal side.

Reinforced thermoplastic laminates
The John Shaw 1750 ton press. The press was
Aerosud introduced Continuous
previously used by BAE Systems, Salmsbury,
Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastic
UK, for aircraft component manufacturing.
Laminate production as part of the
It was refurbished and installed in the Aerosud
industrialisation of the A400M program.
facility in 2007. Currently the press is used for the
Current production techniques
forming of various sheet metal components, mainly
include the use of Glass-PPS
2024 aluminium. These components are used on
consolidated sheets. A variety of part
various projects including the Euro fighter Typhoon
numbers are manufactured, using
Electrical
matched-die tool sets, as well as
Electrical wiring, harness assembly and installation are
metal-silicon rubber tools. A number of other materials have
performed at Aerosud.
also been screened, including Carbon-PEI and Aramid-PEI, and
A dedicated electrical workshop is well equipped to perform
Carbon-Peek.
small to medium sized programs, in support of Aerosud activities.
Current production machinery can manufacture parts up to
This typically includes wiring harnesses required for EW
1.0 m x 2.0 m in size, depending on the forming depth required.
modifications, and aircraft system upgrades such as CAS
Aerosud has been selected as a production partner for
installations.
CFRTP frame clips on the Airbus A350 program
Aerosud also manufactures wiring harnesses and
Composite lay-up
electrical boxes required for galleys and other interiors
Composite manufacture is focused at the processing of
products, including IFE installations.
phenolic pre-pregs and honeycombs for aircraft interior
Structural analysis is performed using MSC-Nastran/Patran.
applications, using an oven cured process.
Design and analysis expertise includes specialised areas such
Significant amounts of phenolic board products are also
as structural design, hydraulic and pneumatic, oxygen and fuel,
processed, either as linings or as completed assemblies.
environmental control and chilling, static and dynamic analysis,
Structural parts are manufactured mostly in carbon
electrical load analysis and EMI/EMC.
fibre-epoxy pre-pregs, and autoclave cured.
Vacuum form production is organised around four NC
Apart from 3-Axis trimming of the parts, decorative finishes
controlled vacuum forming machines, ranging from
include leather, painting or Tedlar applications, and generally
1.2 m x 1.2 m to 1.2 m x 2.4 m.
include assemblies of electrical or other sub-systems.
The company also offers heat treatment, chemical
Composite tooling capability exists internally, and can also
treatment, painting, fusion welding, mechanical, metallographic
be supplemented through an established sub-tier supply base.
and chemical testing.
Apart form light weight construction and optimised design
Certification and testing
techniques, galley and aircraft interior products are
Full scale structural testing is performed at a test facility
manufactured by using a "self-jigging" mortise-and-tennon
close to Aerosud, according to customer or regulatory
construction technique.
requirements.
Apart from lower tooling costs, this method also allows for
FSTH and coupon testing are performed at approved test
quick and easy assembly.
facilities in the US and Europe, depending on program
Sheet metal parts
requirements.
Basic flight testing, if required, can be performed at a
The sheet metal parts production facility is currently
number of flight test venues in SA.
producing around 3 000 parts per day. Increased levels of
Specialised Flight and Weapons Testing can also be
automation will continue to allow an increase in output.
performed in SA, at a well equipped test range in the southern
The facility uses high speed tag-less routing for the roughing
Cape Province.
of parts and automated de-burring. 3-Axis routing is used with
Close to 700 staff are employed including a team of
a 1.2 m x 2.4 m bed size. High speed die-punching and quick
experienced mechanical, aeronautical engineers, electrical and
tool changes allow for efficient small batch production.
electronic engineers and designers.
Aerosud has a heat treatment and surface treatment
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Recent project - Ahrlac
In conjunction with Johannesburg-based Paramount Group,
Aerosud have recently unveiled what they call the first
all-African military plane.
The Advanced High-Performance Reconnaissance
Light Aircraft (Ahrlac) is a lightweight aircraft that can be
used for peacekeeping missions and reconnaissance
and is armed to defend itself. The company says it's the first
such aircraft to be designed and built entirely by African
companies.
The Ahrlac is expected to take the civil and military
aviation market by storm, "challenging dominant Western
manufacturers with its low acquisition cost, reduced
requirement for maintenance support and extensive
operational capabilities".
Expected production is set to start late 2012 or early in
2013 with the current facility able to build two to three aircraft
a month. The two partners conservatively estimate that
Ahrlac has the potential to generate annual revenue of up to
R4 billion.
The aircraft offers a highly flexible form of "clip-on-clip-off"
payload system which enables it to be transformed quickly
between operational roles. It can stay in the air for seven to
10 hours, making it the ideal solution for patrolling large land
areas, borders and oceans.
The two-crew aircraft can carry out a wide range of
operations including surveillance, policing, border/coastal
patrol and anti-smuggling; armed patrol and counter
insurgency operations; disaster relief and emergency supply
to remote areas; and intelligence gathering due to its
modular design.

The primary drive in Aerosud has been towards productivity
and general cost effectiveness, which obviously, believes
Potgieter, must also relate to investment in training and
technology. "The net effect," he says, "is that productivity
improvement must inevitably result in surplus of capacity
being generated which, unless applied to new work, ends up
being idle, so no cost saving is realised. The drive in Aerosud
will be to increase production throughput, i.e. bring in
new contracts."
Given the economic challenges, outsourcing to lower
cost environments will become increasingly important
for the major OEMs to remain competitive and cost
effective. This represents huge opportunities for the likes
of Aerosud. "The global trends and the so-called
'flattening' of the earth will increasingly support this," says
Potgieter.
"However, the high-tech and highly regulated nature
of the aviation industry will mitigate for suppliers with credible
management, engineering and problem solving skills,
appropriate quality and process approvals and accreditations,
and a good delivery track record - for example, quality,
delivery performance.
"Aerosud is making major advances in the areas of
Enterprise Resource Management, computerised shop floor
management and lean flow, and has at the same time a very
strong engineering and problem solving ability," adds Potgieter.
"These factors support the objective of increased throughput
derived from further subcontracting by the major OEMs
and their lower-tier suppliers."
For further details contact Aerosud on
TEL: 012 662 5000
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The future
of 3D
printing
I

magine printing a new valve for a broken water faucet or a
new plate when your five-year-old drops the good dishes.
Imagine not being limited by commercial pipe sizes or
designs requiring individual pieces that can be fitted together
by current commercial equipment. Imagine custom creating
every gift given to each friend or family member to incorporate
favourite song lyrics, literary quotations, inside jokes, or
photographs. This world isn't yet a reality, but it's getting
closer every day thanks to advancements in the field of rapid
prototyping and 3-dimensional printing.
Introduction
Traditional fabrication methods involve a great deal of
effort, expense, and time. Specialists
often have to create individualised
moulds, assemble multiple
components, and construct items from
multiple pieces. The process can
involve many different materials, a
wide variety of highly trained workers,
and several expensive trials before the
perfect object is finally created.
Rapid prototyping and 3-dimensional
printing remove some of the time and
expense from the process of creating
new commercial and industrial objects.

Image: Zcorp

Image: Zcorp
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Instead of utilising a factory to create a sample for testing,
self-contained printers create items from three-dimensional
CAD drawings. These items are printed one layer at a time,
permitting more creativity and control over the final shape
than any other construction method. Printing is also faster,
cutting the creation process down from days or weeks to
mere hours for most items.
History
Rapid prototyping is not a new technology. Professor
Herbert Voelker (then at the University of Rochester, now at
Cornell University) began considering ways to take the output
from computer designs and use them in some of the
automated machinist tools just starting
to appear in factories in the late
1960s. His efforts resulted in the first
real mathematical models and
algorithms for describing three
dimensional parts. His work is the
basis for most design tools used today
and made rapid prototyping possible.
The next step involved a series of
tools and machines that tried to
automate object creation by cutting
away at a solid mass of metal or
other material based on a preset
3-dimensional design. This method
continued to be popular (with mixed
results) through the 1970s and early
1980s. Then in the mid-80s,
University of Texas researcher
Carl Deckard came up with the idea
of printing objects layer by layer. The first commercial rapid
prototyping machines using this layering technique were
produced in 1987 by 3D Systems and unveiled to the public at
the AUTOFACT trade show in Detroit in November of that year.
This technique is still in use today, although it has been refined
considerably.
How does 3-D printing work?
The basic concept behind all 3-D printers is the same.
3-dimensional CAD drawings are sliced into layers ranging from
approximately 0.09 to 0.25 millimetres thick depending on the
machine being used. Each slice represents a single layer of the
constructed object. Different printers use different materials
and different binding processes, but generally a powder of
ceramic, nylon, or even metal is used as the base material
and fused together into the pattern for the layer currently


being created. After the completion of a layer,
the machine moves on to the next layer until it
is completed.
Regardless of the physical printing process,
3-D printing generally begins from CAD
drawings that are sliced into layers that act as
templates for printing. Depending on the printer
or service used, there may be software that
does this slicing automatically or the user may
be responsible for creating each layer (generally
speaking, the process is automated in higher
end models and manually
performed for open source or
less expensive printers).
Some printers or
on-demand services
incorporate more user-friendly
design interfaces that don't
require extensive knowledge of
CAD drawing systems. This is
often accomplished by
restricting the design elements
or feeding user chosen options
into basic designs created for
them by experts.
Different options may be
available for different users
with different backgrounds.
Image: Stratasys
Some suppliers include
software for designing models,
software for slicing existing
CAD drawings into layers, and software that allows medical
personnel with little computer training to convert 3-dimensional
medical scans into designs for 3-D models.
The state of 3-D printing today
3-D printing and rapid prototyping have become more and
more prominent in the past few years as new materials and
processes have expanded the capabilities and lowered the cost
to the point where small businesses and even individual
consumers can now afford to create their own 3-dimensional
objects.
3-D printing is moving from a prototyping system to a
manufacturing system in some industries. For example, the
UK-based Atkins Project is investigating the use of 3-D printers
to manufacture lightweight, aerodynamic parts for aircraft that
cannot be produced through more conventional methods. This
manufacturing method also has the advantage of efficient use
of materials; scraps of titanium and other expensive materials
that would otherwise be unusable with traditional
manufacturing methods can be reused with 3-D printing.
Companies are offering specialised custom printing
services aimed at niche users. For example, 3-dimensional
topographical maps aimed at hikers, real estate moguls,
resorts, and others are offered. Others print models of avatars
designed for various online games and virtual worlds. Although
no longer available, there was even a service that let kids
design and print their own superhero figures.
Medical applications of 3-D printing are also starting to
appear, although they are still in the very early stages. These
applications are surprisingly varied. For example, surgeons at
Walter Reed Medical Center are starting to use 3-D printers to
create practice models for complex surgeries. The designs for
the models are based on images from CT scans and exactly
model the bodies of specific patients. More generic models are
being used to explain specific procedures to patients who may
have trouble following technical jargon without a visual aid.
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3-D printing is even beginning to make inroads
into the prosthetic industry. The University of
Tokyo Hospital recently completed a small test
project that created artificial bones using
3-D printing and plastic surgeons are using
3-D printers to create masks of faces requiring
prosthetic noses or ears so patients don't have
to endure plaster casting over their faces.
The future of 3-D printing
3-D printing is moving in several directions
at this time and all indications
are that it will continue to
expand in many areas in the
future. Some of the most
promising areas include
medical applications, custom
parts replacement, and
customised consumer
products. As materials improve
and costs go down, other
applications we can barely
imagine today will become
possible.
Perhaps the greatest area
of potential growth for 3-D
printing is in the medical field.
As mentioned above,
researchers are just starting to
experiment with the idea of
creating artificial bones with
3-D printers, but the process could potentially be used for so
much more. Some companies are investigating the possibility
of printing organic materials; these materials could be used in
a much wider array of surgeries and potentially replace a much
larger selection of defective human parts. Expect expansion of
training techniques based on 3-D printed models of complex
human systems, a greater effort to more explicitly explain
surgeries or the workings of the human body to patients as
detailed replicas of body parts to become more common, and
more precise surgical and diagnostic equipment based on
designs that can be printed but not manufactured using
traditional means.
There is certainly a market for customised keepsakes and
3-D printing can take that industry to new heights.
Another area of growth in the 3-D printing arena is
replacement parts production. Need a new screw for your
laptop? A new gear for your heirloom grandfather clock? A new
piston for your car? Instead of trying to track down the part, pay
for shipping, and waiting weeks for its arrival, you'll just be able
to print it out and go. Mechanics will keep specs for every part
of every car ever sold in a database and print out whatever
they need immediately with no difficulty. While it would save
time and money for any part, it's a particular boon for
restoration jobs of all kinds where the original parts are
extremely difficult to find or may not even exist anymore.
Another intriguing area is customised food production. Evil
Mad Scientist Laboratories has created a low cost, low resolution
capable of printing models made from ordinary granulated
sugar. We could soon see edible center-pieces, customized
candy gifts, novelty lollipops customised for gift shops attached
to tourist attractions, or chocolate sculptures rivalling the most
complex ice sculptures out there. It's unclear exactly how far
we could go with printed food and if it will ever move out of the
novelty area, but certainly an area to watch in the future.
This article first appeared in TFOT
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Istanbul's imperial Mosque of Sultan Ahmet I
(Sultan Ahmet Camii), built 1603-17, is called the Blue Mosque because of its interior tiles

A trip to Bursa, Turkey
to visit Durmazlar Machinery
(trade name Durma),
one of the world's largest builders
of metal fabricating machinery,
allows you to visit a country
steeped in history.

T

urkey, known officially as the Republic of Turkey,
is a Eurasian country located in Western Asia
(mostly in the Anatolian peninsula) and in East Thrace
in Southeastern Europe. Turkey is bordered by eight countries:
Bulgaria to the northwest; Greece to the west; Georgia to the
northeast; Armenia, Azerbaijan (the exclave of Nakhchivan)
and Iran to the east; and Iraq and Syria to the southeast.
The Mediterranean Sea and Cyprus are to the south; the
Aegean Sea is to the west; and the Black Sea is to the north.
The Sea of Marmara, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles
(which together form the Turkish Straits) demarcate the boundary

Durmazlar's manufacturing facilities comprise three plants at two locations. Head office is situated at the 60 000 m² Ataevler Plant
where the production of press brakes and shears takes place
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A new Durma DCB-FA 330 CNC Double Column bandsaw
with Miter saw

Machined turrets used in the TP Series
punching machines

Their products are highly considered for their engineering,
between East Thrace and Anatolia; they also separate Europe
and Asia - where east meets west.
specification and reliability with over 5,500 machines produced annually with a turnover of over 170 million Euros.
Turkey is one of the six independent Turkic states. The
vast majority of the population are Muslims. The country's
Durma is one of the largest companies of its type in the
world employing over 1 000 people and in order to accommoofficial language is Turkish, whereas Kurdish and Zazaki landate continued growth in all markets, have recently expanded
guages are spoken by Kurds and Zazas, who constitute 18%
of the population.
their factory facility to nearly 150 000 m².
Durma exports to 102 countries worldwide including
The Durmazlar company was established in 1956 by Ali
Europe, The Americas and the Middle East and is represented
Durmaz to manufacture manual shears for the textile indusdirectly in 65 countries. The company participates in 80 intertry. The company is based in Bursa, the manufacturing centre
national exhibitions with 75 % of its production now destined
of Turkey. Through careful decisions Durmaz grew his compafor the export market.
ny to be one of the biggest manufacturers in Turkey, and the
The company also manufactures packaging equipment,
largest exporter in Turkey.
wind and solar energy systems, has a construction division
Today it is one of the biggest manufacturers of CNC press
and more recently has begun building hotels and fitness cenbrakes, hydraulic shears, CNC punching machines, turret
tres.
punch presses, plate and section rolls, bandsaws, notchers,
The company also has a strong social responsibility with
entry level and automated laser cutthe construction of a hospital, schools for normal and
ters, plasma / oxyfuel cutting
handicapped children, has recently
machines powered by
opened a university and is the main
Hypertherm, and a full line of
sponsor of the local football
ironworkers.
team.
The Durmazlar compaThe Durma range has
ny (trade name Durma)
been available in the
has gained an enviable
South African market since
reputation globally for their
attention to detail in the
2003 and over 150
production and manufacmachines have been installed in
this time.
ture of their extensive fabriThe fibre laser that was launched at EMO 2011.
The laser has an IPG laser source and Siemens control
A new company, Durma SA,
cation machinery range.

Above left: Derrick van Niekerk of UltraFab, standing on the standard part conveyor on his new fibre laser machine
is the proud owner of only the second fibre laser machine to be imported into South Africa. The machine is due to be installed in January 2012.
Above right: A completed Durma laser
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A 1000 ton by 9 metre press brake
being manufactured. The frame was produced
in a box style. Durmazlar have manufactured
bigger press brakes. For example a 4000 ton
by 16 metre tandem press brake with
auto loading and unloading. The order,
for a company in Mexico making conical
shape lightning poles, also comprised a
5 x 35 metre plasma and a 16 metre
punching machine which allowed the
company to punch prior to bending.
The entire order filled 92 containers.

was formed two years ago to market the Durma range in
South Africa and beyond its borders, by Byron Gueffroy,
Robbert van Rijssen and Giovanni Barecchia when they
acquired the agency from the late Mike Harhoff. All three
directors have been involved in the metal fabricating
machinery sales and manufacturing market for a number of
years. Barecchia has since sold his shareholding to
Gueffroy and van Rijssen.
History
Born in Bulgaria, Ali Durmaz fled to Turkey at the age of
15 with his parents and siblings shortly after the Second
World War following persecution by the communist regime, in
particular those of Turkish descent.
Ali Durmaz had been introduced to iron by his grandfather
who was a blacksmith. This love for iron and metal in general
never left him until his passing in 2004. All his life he tried to
strive for better than possible, not 'as much as possible'. This
is fundamental to the success of Durmazlar, a business that
is well respected worldwide and is now run by family members.
Ali Durmaz begun his working life as a helper to a car
mechanic shortly after arriving from Bulgaria. But this was
short lived as it did not appeal to him. He then enrolled as an

Press brake frames
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apprentice turner.
Ali Durmaz entered business life on
his own in 1956 when both Turkey and
the world was struggling economically. He
made a living by manufacturing textile
equipment such as warping machines. He
would continue to manufacture textile
equipment for the next 37 years.
It was only in the early 1960s that he
manufactured his first machine for cutting
sheetmetal after being approached by his
uncle and father-in-law who were in the
business of manufacturing stoves. The
company has not looked back since those early days.
A hard worker and strict disciplinarian Ali Durmaz devoted
his life to his business. So much so that he once arrived
home to a sign on the front door put up by his wife which
read 'The hotel is closed tonight.'
Durmazlar supplied the Turkish market with equipment for
its first 30 years of existence but Ali Durmaz always had the
wish to export. It was only in 1976 that he realized the dream
when he exported a machine to Germany. Thereafter the
business started to grow substantially with exports increasing
and new products being manufactured.
In 1978 the company produced its first mechanical shear
and then two years later the first hydraulic press brake was
manufactured. Always willing to embrace technology the
company manufactured its first CNC press brake in 1989,
which was a first for a Turkish manufacturer.
Now the company is able to offer an extensive range of
equipment for the fabrication market. This includes lasers,
full production plasma equipment and oxy fuel equipment.
More recently the company has begun manufacturing fibre
lasers, which were launched at EMO 2011 in Hannover,
Germany. A remarkable figure for the company has been
that of the last 17 orders taken by the company for laser

A SYNCHRO AD-SERVO 30135
being fitted to a Durma hydraulic press brake.
The unique feature is that it is the first time that
Durmazlar will fit two of the servos to one machine
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Durmazlar uses laser hardening
to manufacture its press brake tooling.
This is only one of three
such machines in the world


Inside the facility that manufactures lasers, punches and plasmas

A large plate roller being manufactured in the Baskoy Plant

Rolls being machined for plate rolls

machines, 15 of these have been for fibre lasers. This
includes one destined for South Africa, which will be
installed in January 2012.
Durma's equipment is recognised the world over and you
can find it in the lightning and energy, electrics & electronics,
wind-energy, automotive, construction, white goods,
machinery, defence, heating-cooling and shipyard building
industries. The range caters for all types of businesses - from
the small one man shop to the large multinationals.
Some of the recognizable names where you can
find the Durma brand name include Fiat, Ford, Mercedes,
Mitsubishi, Renault, Toyota, Rockwell Automation,
Siemens, JCB, Bombardier and Lufthansa.

at two locations. Head office is situated at the 60 000 m²
Ataevler Plant where the production of press brakes and
shears takes place.
This site also features a 20 000 m² plant, which was opened
in 2005 and is dedicated to the manufacture of lasers, punches
and plasmas, and a brand new R&D section opened in 2010.

Facilities
Durmazlar's manufacturing facilities comprise three plants

A 20 000 m² plant, which was opened in 2005 and is dedicated
to the manufacture of lasers, punches and plasmas, and a brand new R&D section
opened in 2010
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The 20 000 m² Baskoy Plant is
situated about five kilometres away from
the main plant. Here the production of
plate rolls, profile benders, ironworkers,
hydraulic corner notching machines and
mechanical shears takes place.
All three plants are equipped with
the latest CNC lathes, machining centres
and milling machines from international
brand names required to manufacture
all the various components. Quality
assurance is of the utmost importance
and you can see the measures that
have been taken to uphold the high
standards that the company sets itself.



On the engineering
side Durmazlar has
ventured into the
manufacture of
low-floor street cars.
The first prototype is
currently going through
tests and if accepted
full production will
begin sometime in
2012. Durmazlar will
manufacture the body
and the chassis of the
trams as well as
assemble. This will be
the first such
production in Turkey.
Location in the
city of Bursa
Durmazlar is
located in Bursa, a city
in northwestern Turkey,
and the seat of the
Bursa Province.
It is the fourth
A 550 mm profile bender - one of the biggest profile benders being built in the world
largest city in Turkey
(2.6 million population)
The Durma manufacturing facilities are ISO certified and
as well as one of the most industrialised and culturally
the company prides itself on its quality using some leading
vibrant metropolitan centres in the country.
names as suppliers including Siemens, Bosch Rexroth,
Bursa is nestled on the northwestern slopes of
Mittal Steel, Cybelec, Rofin, Thyssen and Hypertherm.
Mount Uludag in the southern Marmara Region. It is
bordered by the Sea of Marmara and Yalova to the north;
Durmazlar's other interests
Kocaeli and Sakarya to the northeast; Bilecik to the east;
Durmazlar has long been involved in the manufacture
and Kütahya and Balikesir to the south. The city is frequently
of packaging and insulation products which are housed at
cited as Yesil Bursa - Green Bursa due to the parks and
a separate location. More recently the company has
gardens located across its urban landscape plus the vast
ventured into the construction arena and a 5 Star Hilton
forests that extend in its surrounding region.
and 3 Star Hampton by Hilton, two hotels built under the
The city is synonymous with Mount Uludag which towers
Durmazlar name, are due for completion in early 2012.
behind its skyline and which is also a famous ski resort.

Durmazlar makes use of robots
in their facility wherever possible.
Here we see a
robotic welder in action
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On the engineering side Durmazlar has ventured into the manufacture of low-floor street cars.
The first prototype is currently going through tests and if accepted full production
will begin sometime in 2012. Durmazlar will manufacture the body and the chassis of the trams

as well as assemble. This will be the first such production in Turkey

January 2012

The mausoleums of early Ottoman sultans are located in
Bursa and the numerous structures built throughout the
Ottoman period constitute the city's main landmarks.
The surrounding fertile plain, the thermal baths, several
interesting museums, a fascinating museum of archaeology,
and a cohesive urban growth are further reasons Bursa is
such a delightful city.
Bursa is located south of Istanbul and 30 kilometers
inland from the Sea of Marmara. The historic, as opposed to
the newer urban part of the city, climbs up the side of
Mount Uludag and is home to many hot spring hamams.
As one of the many
cities of the Silk Road
and the center of
Ottoman silk production
- it has wonderful
bazaars and other
remnants of those times
even though silk
production has long
since moved on to other
areas. Bursa is a center
of cotton production and
is famous for its towels.
Karagöz and Hacivat
were historic
personalities who lived
in and are buried in
Bursa. Bursa is also
home to some famous
Turkish dishes such as
candied chestnuts and
Iskender kebab. Its
peaches are also
well-known for their rich
flavour. Bursa is home
to Uludag University and
the residents of Bursa
maintain one of the
highest overall levels of
education in Turkey. The
city has traditionally
always been a centre of
attraction - being a
major center for
refugees from various
ethnic backgrounds who
immigrated to Anatolia
from the Balkans during
the diminishing of
Ottoman territories in
Europe between the
late 19th and early
20th centuries.
The factories of
auto manufacturers like
Fiat and Renault, as
well as automotive
parts producers such as
Bosch and Mako have
been employers in the
city for decades.
The textile and food
industries are equally
strong with Coca Cola,
Pepsi Cola and other
beverage companies as

well as the fresh and canned food industries being present
in Bursa's industrial zones.
Istanbul
To get to Bursa you have to pass through Istanbul. After
a 20 minute trip by taxi from the airport - depending on the
traffic - you then catch a very comfortable and reasonably
large ferry. This trip takes in the region of 90 minutes. On my
return leg I had the opportunity to spend a night in Istanbul.
Istanbul, historically known as Byzantium and
Constantinople, is the largest city of Turkey.
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Istanbul metropolitan province
straddles two different
(municipality) had 13.26 million
continental landmasses, the
people living in it as of
only metropolis in the world
December, 2010, which is 18%
to do so, which means it is,
of Turkey's population and the
in effect, half European,
3rd largest metropolitan area in
half Asian.
Europe (including the Asian side
Despite being separated
of the city), after London and
by less than two kilometres
Moscow.
of water, the two sides of
Istanbul's opulent heritage
Istanbul are discernibly
dates back some 8,000 years
different. Indeed, if it weren't
to Neolithic settlements. Later
for two bridges - the Fatih
called Byzantium and then
Sultan Mehmet and the
Constantinople, Istanbul
Bosphorus - Istanbul's east
became the seat of power for
and west would be completely
Durmazlar is able to offer an extensive range
the Ottomans. By the Twenties,
unconnected, little more than
of equipment for the fabrication market. This includes
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk almost
two opposing coastlines
lasers, full production plasma equipment and
single-handedly ended
(albeit close enough to swim
oxy fuel equipment. More recently the company has begun
600 years of Ottoman rule
between.) The Bosphorus
manufacturing fibre lasers, which were launched at
when he created the
Strait is the vein that bisects
EMO 2011 in Hannover, Germany. A remarkable figure
modern and secular Turkish
the two continents, the
for the company has been that of the last 17 orders taken
Republic through political, legal,
channel from which Istanbul's
by the company for laser machines, 15 of these have
social and economic reforms.
sprawling mass extends; it is
been for fibre lasers. This includes one destined for
Today, Turkey is seen as
the gateway from Europe to
South Africa, which will be installed in January 2012.
a burgeoning economic
Asia. Any trip to the city
powerhouse, ranked by the
inevitably centres upon the
Inspecting the fibre laser in production is:
IMF as the world's 16th largest
Bosphorus, if not out of
Enis Tasyildiz and Uzeyir, both of Durmazlar,
economy. Per capita income
necessity then out of intrigue,
Byron Gueffroy and Paul Wilson of Durma SA,
alone has more than trebled
for Turkish life literally
the client Derrick van Niekerk of UltraFab,
over the past decade. Though
agglomerates towards the
Hakam Vurucu of Durmazlar, Sidney Riley of Durma SA
there remain socio-economic
water's edge, amassing upon
and Burc Berk of Durmazlar
hurdles, including the gulf
it like a flock of sheep on the
between rich and poor, the
edge of a cliff.
government is making great strides.
In the old Sultanahmet district, where the 'Blue' mosque
Istanbul with its skyline of palaces, towering minarets,
is located and where I stayed, the surrounding streets
and modern skyscrapers, is undergoing a massive urban
offer a romantic impression of oriental life. Carpet sellers
transformation, ranging from expanding public transport
drink Turkish tea, and the smell of donner kebab wafts
through to large housing initiatives that typically require
down the street. Tourists are everywhere, and so are stalls
developers to include schools, pools, shops and
selling souvenirs, from jewelry to ceramics, textiles and
sports facilities.
carpets.
The city is Turkey's leading centre for commerce, culture,
Istanbul, as is Turkey, is steeped in history, too much to
finance and industry - and its largest port. The Bosphorus
document here, and contributed to an experience that will
Strait between the Aegean and the Black Sea, that divides
linger for a long time.
Istanbul between Asia and Europe, is one of the world's
The trip to Turkey to visit Durmazlar was sponsored by
busiest shipping lanes.
Durma SA and I wish to thank the directors very much for this
There is significant ambiguity over what continent Istanbul
fantastic opportunity.
sits on. Strictly speaking, Turkey is a European country, which
For further details contact Durma SA on
means its largest city is part of Europe. Yet Istanbul actually
Tel: 011 827 0639

Although Istanbul is one of many cities of the Silk Road
it is also famous for its Turkish delights and spices
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Sustainable success in
a global market

S

tand reservation for EuroBLECH 2012, the 22nd
International Technology Exhibition for Sheet Metal
Working, has already begun. Taking place from
23-27 October 2012 in Hanover, Germany, the exhibition will
occupy eight halls at the Hanover Exhibition Grounds:
halls 11,12,13,14,15,16,17 and 27. The exhibitor brochure,
published in five languages, is now available and includes
important information for companies interested
in participating in the leading
international trade show for the sheet
metal working industry.
With a total of 1,455 exhibitors
from 43 countries and 61,500
visitors from 98 countries,
EuroBLECH 2010 was more
international than ever and
covered a net exhibition space of
78,600 m2. EuroBLECH is audited by
FKM, Society for Voluntary Control of
Fair and Exhibition Statistics. The show had
an above average increase in visitors from outside
Germany, in particular from Asia, North America and the
Middle East. EuroBLECH therefore reflects the general
development of an ever more international orientation of this
industry sector.
Central hub for international business
'Sustainable success in a global market' is the theme
for exhibiting companies at EuroBLECH 2012. The sheet

Trade Fair Travel and
Metalworking News tour to
EuroBLECH 2012

T

rade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for
trade fairs internationally and in particular Germany,
have put together a very reasonable tour package to
visit this exhibition.
The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/Hannover,
airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation,
full breakfast daily and medical and travel insurance.
For a booking form contact Trade Fair Travel on:
TEL: 031 916 1414,
Fax: 031 916 5674, or
email peter@tradefairtravel.co.za or visit
www.tradefairtours.com
Trade Fair Travel is also able to offer you individual
packages, tailored to your requirements. For more
information contact Peter Stephenson on the numbers
above. Booking forms can also be downloaded from
the website.
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metal working industry is a high-performance industry
sector; this has become clear in the past few years: the
industry was able to cope with the economic crisis by
expertise, flexibility and continued innovation. Now
companies have to closely watch industry trends and global
markets. Only those companies that know their markets and
seize their chances early enough will be able to profit from
new business opportunities. This applies to
small companies seeking to expand their
business in a particular region as well
as to global players continuously
developing their worldwide
networks.
"Since the previous EuroBLECH
the economic situation within the
sheet metal working industry has
clearly stabilised. Although stand
reservation for 2012 has just started
we are already able to announce very
positive demand for stand space at the next
EuroBLECH," explains Nicola Hamann, Exhibition
Director EuroBLECH on behalf of the organisers, Mack
Brooks Exhibitions.
"While most of the companies were quite cautious for
the previous show and preferred to book their usual stand
space, now many exhibitors are asking for bigger stand
sizes again at the leading industry event for the sheet metal
working industry. As the central hub for international
business and the first point of contact for cutting edge
technology, EuroBLECH is considered the key exhibition
for a successful future by small companies as well as the
big players", says Nicola Hamann.
Processing of hybrid structures now part of the
exhibition profile
The exhibition layout reflects the complete sheet metal
working technology chain and covers 15 exhibition
categories: Sheet metal, semi-finished and finished
products; handling; separation; forming; flexible sheet metal
working; tube/section working; processing of hybrid
structures; joining/welding; surface technology;
tool technology; machine elements; process control and
quality assurance; CAD/CAM applications; factory
equipment and R&D.
To reflect the growing importance of hybrid structures
in sheet metal working, processing of sheet metal / plastic
hybrid structures has now been included in the EuroBLECH
exhibition profile as a separate category.
New show website - www.euroblech.com
Companies interested in participating at EuroBLECH
2012 can order the exhibitor brochure and find detailed
information about the exhibition on the freshly designed
multi-lingual show website. The website also includes photos
and videos from the previous exhibition as well as the latest
news on the show and the industry, e.g. the regular online
newsletter EuroBLECH Bulletin.

European machine tool builders
warn of slowdown
As speculation builds about the possibility of a European recession,
two recent reports suggest sales of machine tools are slowing in the EU.

T

he German Machine Tool Builders' Assn. (VDW) reported
its members' face slower growth than the robust level of
demand that have been recorded through much of 2011;
and CECIMO, the European Association of the Machine Tool
Industries, said "The dire outlook of the financial sector is now
overshadowing the very positive outcome from EMO, the
world's premier machine tool exhibition. The uncertainty in the
financial markets is spreading to the industrial sectors and
might influence the growth rates in 2012."
By contrast, the latest U.S. Manufacturing Technology
Orders report from the American Machine Tool Distributors'
Assn. and The Association For Manufacturing Technology found
that domestic manufacturers ordered $606.56 million worth of
machine tools and related equipment during September 2011,
a 22.9% improvement over the comparable figure
($460.61 million) for August, and a 51.9% rise over the total
recorded for September 2010. The 2011 nine-month total for
U.S. new orders is $4.074 billion, a rise of 91.9% versus the
January-September 2010 period.
In Germany, VDW said new orders for machine tools during
the third-quarter of 2011 began to show some slowness
following a very robust first half of the year. Even so, the
January-September 2011 period delivered a 74% year-on-year
increase for VDW members. "The increase in order bookings for
the ongoing year continues to be excellent," confirmed
Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, executive director at the VDW. However,
Schäfer added that the group's members' rate of growth
dynamic is declining on a quarter-to-quarter basis, particularly
since the start of the third quarter.
Furthermore, VDW members' capacity utilization rate rose
to 95.5% during October 2011, a remarkable increase over the

75.4% capacity utilization rate for October 2010. And, total
output for VDW members has increased 36% during the
January-September 2011 period, over the year earlier.
"Over the year as a whole, we look like doing better than
hitherto expected," Schäfer said. The VDW predicted the
full-year production output will grow by 33% for 2011.
However, VDW members have lowered their expectations
for the months ahead, according to the organization. It cited
financial market uncertainties, especially the euro's debt crisis,
companies' expectations for the months ahead are gloomier
across the board. "These exogenous factors are superimposed
on the normal cyclical demand trend," according to Schäfer.
He said the effects will vary among machine tool
manufacturers: companies producing customized machines,
those operating with long lead-times, and those that
specialized in supplying the automotive, energy, and aircraft
sectors will enjoy a higher level of stability.
According to CECIMO, the current situation in the financial
markets is a threat to the manufacturing sector, because it
limits banks ability or willingness to lend to the builders and
their prospective customers. "Taking money out of the system
will inevitably hurt the industry," the group stated.
However, the organization still has positive figures to report
for 2011. Its members have enjoyed "exceptionally strong
growth in orders intake" for most of 2010 and through the
year-to-date, for the European machine tools observed in 2010
and throughout most of 2011 sets a strong foundation for the
dynamics of CECIMO output. European machine tool builders
have increased their output by a value of 4.1 billion Euro
($5.5 billion) during 2011 versus 2010, a 25% increase to a
total market value of 20.7 billion Euro ($15.5 billion.)

Biennial METAV show highlights
manufacturing technology and growth sectors

H

eld in Düsseldorf, Germany,
every two years, METAV is
the international trade fair
for manufacturing technology and
automation and takes place from
28 February to 3 March 2012.
METAV presents modern
production technology throughout the process chain,
from individual machines to complete production systems.
It is organised by VDW, the German Machine Tool Builders'
Association from Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
At the most recent METAV in 2010 about 700 exhibitors
presented their products, solutions and services on more than
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32,000 m² of net stand space.
They attracted some 45,000
trade visitors from 26 different
countries.
By the beginning of
November, a good three months
before the METAV 2012 opens
its doors, 480 exhibitors from 22 different countries had
signed up.
In addition to individual exhibitor displays, there will be
special events appeal to specific individual customer groups.
Visit the METAV website http://www.metav.com to view
exhibitors and organise your visit.

Sandvik seeking Seco Tools takeover

S

andvik AB is offering an estimated $925 million to acquire
the outstanding shares of Seco Tools AB, in a move to
consolidate its strong market position in the metal-cutting
business and narrow its administrative costs. Sandvik already holds
60.4% of Seco, and its offer to Seco shareholders is structured
as an exchange of new Sandvik stock for shares of Seco.
Both Sandvik and Seco are among the largest manufactures
of carbide-tipped tools for machining and metal cutting.
The offer comes in the
context of a restructuring at
Sandvik, which involves
selling its medical technology
business and reorganizing
the remaining businesses into
five units, rather than three.
Sandvik identifies cutting
tools as a core business that
it intends to grow within a
new business unit, Sandvik
Machining Solutions.
"This is a natural step, with
a clear industrial rationale,
in line with our strategy to
continue to strengthen our
leading position in the global
market for cutting tools,"
according to Sandvik
president and CEO Olof
Faxander. "Our subsidiary
Seco Tools has a strong
brand that complements our
total customer offering very
well, and Seco Tools will
remain independent as a
separate brand within our
new business area Sandvik
Machining Solutions."
The acquisition was to be
discussed and voted at an
extraordinary general meeting
of Sandvik shareholders, on
December 12, in Stockholm.
Seco Tools' directors have
unanimously approved the
takeover, and Sandvik said
two of Seco's largest
institutional shareholders "are
positive toward the offer."
Sandvik said it would
keep the Seco Tools brand
and organization, and that
the management team would
remain in place. The Seco
product line would remain
independently managed, in
the same way that its Sandvik
Coromant, Walter, and other
brands are managed.
Faxander emphasized the
organizational advantages to
Seco Tools of being more
closely held by Sandvik.
"Bringing Walter from being a
separately listed company

into the Sandvik's multi-brand model was a success and
generated higher growth and profitability," he explained.
"Treating Seco Tools in a similar way will enable us to leverage
on the total resources and investments in, for example, research
and development, which will further strengthen our position in
the increasing global competition."
Reportedly, consolidating the Seco ownership will generate
nearly $45 million in annual cost synergies.
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Voortman acquires German manufacturer
of sheetmetal cutting equipment

T

he Dutch steel machinery manufacturer Voortman has
announced the acquisition of Maschinenfabrik Bach
GmbH. The new subsidiary of the Voortman Steel Group
will be operating under the name Bach Cutting Systems
GmbH.
The acquisition combines years of experience and
expertise from both companies. Bach has over 65 years of
experience as a manufacturer of cutting systems for oxy-fuel
and plasma cutting of steel plates and is a well known

leading supplier of these systems both in Germany and
internationally.
Voortman has evolved in more than 40 years to be a
single source supplier of CNC controlled machinery for the
steel processing industry.
Mark Voortman, CEO of Voortman: "The acquisition of
Bach provides us with many opportunities in the field of
sheet metal. Through the acquisition we achieve branches
that were unfamiliar to us, but which we would like to enter.
We obviously could invest in the
development of new machines,
but through the acquisition
we gain experienced
professionals, new customers
and relationships."
Production of the cutting systems
for oxy-fuel and plasma cutting will
continue in the German city of
Apolda, where the head office of
Bach Cutting Systems is located.
The cutting systems of Bach
can be equipped with several
cutting torches for optimal batch
production. For beveling, the
systems will be provided with
3D-torches. Optional, cutting pipe
material is also possible. To indicate
a clear connection between the
two companies the cutting systems
will be performed in the Voortman
colours.
For further details contact
Rijva Quality Machines on
Tel: 011 827 0639

27th BIEMH
at Bilbao Exhibition Centre

T

he 27th International Machine Tool Biennial will be
held in 2012, from May 28 to June 2. The event,
jointly organised by BEC and AFM, will bring together
the state-of-the-art in innovations and developments for
machinery and technology at BEC.
BIEMH is currently Europe's third largest event in its
sector, and steady progress has enabled it to consolidate
its position as a pioneering monographic fair for the
machine-tool industry. Participating sectors are machine
tools (metal cutting and metal forming), other machinery
(welding, oxycutting, thermal and surface treatment),
tooling for machine tools, parts, components and
accessories, manufacturing automation, metrology
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and quality control as well as services.
The 26th edition of BIEMH, held in June 2010, gathered
1,085 international manufacturers, importers and distributors
and 35,263 visitors from 54 countries, including strategic
markets and major purchasers of machine-tools like Portugal,
France, Germany, Turkey and Switzerland from Europe,
India, Argentina, Russia, Brazil, the Maghreb countries,
Chile, Israel, China and Mexico from the rest of the world.
These visitor numbers reaffirmed the leadership and
outstanding quality of the BIEMH, and were a fair reward for
the major efforts in commercial and financial advantages
set by the event's organisers.
For further details visit www.biemh.com

Plan ahead for JIMTOF 2012 1 to 6 November 2012
Fifty years of JIMTOF: Manufacturing tradition, manufacturing innovation.

T

his year's Japanese machine tool exhibition,
JIMTOF 2012, is the 26th time that the exhibition takes
place and marks the 50th anniversary of the
inaugural event, which was first held in Osaka in 1962.
Because machine tools and related products and equipment
form the basis of all industry,
JIMTOF has developed into
one of the world's foremost
machine tool tradeshows.
JIMTOF has historically
attracted a large amount of
attention from Japan and
overseas due to its status
as a mirror that reflects
the technological level
of the industrial nation of
Japan.
Reaffirming its role as
an embodiment of the

tradition of machine tool technology in Japan and as a
showcase for state-of-the-art technologies that will reshape
the production floors of the future, the tradeshow's
organisers are approaching this year's event with renewed
vigour to promote the importance of manufacturing.
As an exhibition that
introduces state-of-the-art
machine tools earlier than
any other exhibitions in its
industry, "JIMTOF" is
recognised on the same
level as "EMO" in
Europe, "IMTS" in America,
and "CIMT" in China. This is
one of the largest exhibitions
organised by Tokyo Big Sight
Inc.Holding.
For further details visit
www.jimtof.org
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Blue laser technology
provides Mobile CNC 3D
scanning system with next
generation performance
‘Blu-Scan’ the new standard in portable scanning.

T

he Wenzel Group's 'Blu-Scan' sensors are at the forefront
of this new technology. Wenzel subsidiary Wenzel
ScanTec, has pioneered and implemented 'Blu-Scan'
technology into its industrial 3D laser scanning machines.
The new 'Blu-Scan' blue laser scanning sensor has been
implemented into Mobile Scan3D - a mobile CNC laser
scanning solution that represents a productivity breakthrough
for the reverse engineering sector and part inspection
verification. Since the system offers full CNC automatic
scanning, the accuracy of the acquired dataset is significantly
enhanced over the same data acquired using portable arm and
provides automatically structured and ordered data minimizing
subsequent data 'cleanup' and processing time.
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The new 'Blu-Scan' sensor projects a much finer line
(50µm laser thickness) than the previous generation of red
laser sensors. It has also a higher resolution and is much more
tolerant to surface textures. The distinct advantages over red
laser technology are more power, constant laser line thickness
through the measurement area and less speckle due its
shorter wavelength which also provides much improved focus
and a thinner projection line. To the end user all of the above
means higher data collection rates, higher resolution data and
more accurate processed images.
MobileScan3D can be used for numerous applications;
an optional rotary table can be used to rotate the part and
perform a complete scan pass, which provides all the scans in
the same coordinate system. Since the whole system is fully
CNC the results are extremely repeatable and not operator
dependant, where competitive manual systems are not.
Different sensors are interchangeable and can be switched in
a couple of minutes without the need to recalibrate the system.
The addition of the rotary table provides 3 axis of
CNC motion and enhances the system for fast part scanning.
Just define your scan path and then let the CNC rotary table
index by angular increment, this dramatically decreases the
scanning time for a large array of parts.
Its portability and rapid setup provides a unique
opportunity to scan on location without the tedious and time
consuming effort required by the current portable arm
scanning solutions.
From arrival at the scanning location to having the system
fully operational is less than 10 minutes. The complete
MobileScan3D system is transported in 2 cases; 3 if the
rotary table is included. All cases snap together for easy
transportation as a single unit which can be attached to a
mobile trolley for added convenience. Inter-connecting cables
are all colour coded; sensor set-up and initiation is very quick.
MobileScan3D has the fastest set-up time of all portable
technologies providing for a true 'Scan 'n' Go' solution.
MobileScan3D can be used with a tripod for maximum
portability or can be mounted to a support table.
The scanned ordered dataset is streamed real-time into the
accompanying data evaluation software. A full 3D CAD model can
be generated for output in STL, IGES, STEP or ASCII file formats.
MobileScan3D is supplied as standard with the Wenzel
PointMaster V5 Foundation Scanning Module. Additional
application modules can be added at a future point for
reverse engineering or verification of scan data against
nominal CAD data.
For further details contact Trimos Sylvac on
TEL: 012 661 4161

SolidWorks 2012 has arrived!!!
Design solutions to drive business
20th Release of CAD software provides more than 200 new functions
to community.

Walk-Though mode is accessible in Large Design Review mode

D

assault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp. (DS SolidWorks) has
unveiled SolidWorks® 2012, a comprehensive 3D design
solution that enables users to work more efficiently and
have the data they need to make better design decisions
throughout the product development process. Benefits take
shape throughout SolidWorks 2012 with a variety of
improvements in areas such as assembly and drawing
capabilities, built-in simulation, design costing, routing, image
and animation creation and product data management that will
positively impact design teams each and every day.
Empowering innovation and design team productivity are at
the center of over 200 enhancements in SolidWorks 2012,
most of which will help designers:
• Automate the design functions they use most often;

Guido de Greef of Gilo Engineering and Manufacturing
(second left) explaining the benefits of 3D printing before
manufacturing to delegates
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Large Design Review mode allows massive assemblies
to be opened quickly for easy access in design reviews

• Improve performance and quality for a more
streamlined workflow;
• Fundamentally change product development processes
for faster designs;
• Extend support for collaboration and team connectivity
for creativity and efficiency.
"SolidWorks 2012 focuses on the areas that will help our
customers drive their businesses to higher productivity and
profitability," said Austin O'Malley, executive vice president,
R&D, Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp. "It also marks the
20th release of our CAD software, remaining true to the
mission of helping users transform innovation into business
success. We are excited to see the passion and enthusiasm
from our customers, and rewarded when that passion is
channeled into great designs."
"SolidWorks continues to listen to the people within its
user community," said Scott Maro, CEO, Maro & Associates.
"What I appreciate about this is that the executives and
product development teams are more in touch with what is
happening in the community than I see with any other
organization. Research and Development teams are always
listening, asking us great questions and providing alpha testing
not only internally but also at the user conference, which
is a fantastic forum. The result is more than 90 percent of
the features were prioritized by users as 'SolidWorks continues
to listen.'"
Automated design functions for productivity
SolidWorks software helps engineering and design teams
streamline their design processes simply by removing one
or two steps, profoundly impacting usability and productivity.
SolidWorks 2012 offers improvements in the areas of:
• Drawings - New tools help create better-looking and
more-accurate drawings in order to cut down on the revision

process and help users detail designs faster. For example,
changed dimensions are automatically highlighted and show
previous values to help with revisions. Sequential balloon
ordering and magnetic lines automatically help order and
position balloons, allowing users to spend less time detailing
and aligning drawings.
• Sustainability - SolidWorks Sustainability's new,
advanced user interface means users can more accurately
model products with "what if" scenarios and better support
unique and custom materials.
Users can also closely model processes with parameters
such as recycled content and duration of use. Also, access to
the latest SolidWorks Sustainability supplemental materials
will be instant and continuous as they become available.



R
Automated costing reports make justifying changes,
presenting component costing, or quotations a snap

EVA Armoured Personnel Carriers are manufactured
in South Africa and Amman. The REVA Armoured
Personnel Carrier is manufactured from recognised
armoured steel.It is built on a solid V-shaped monocoque
hull - a unique,combat-proven South African design - and
has been modified to withstand threats encountered
worldwide today. The vehicle hull consists of two layers
of armoured steel comprising a 25 mm cavity to increase
ballistic properties within the passenger compartment.
The upper hull is supported by a V-shaped bottom plate
that is internally reinforced by means of a capping plate
for ultimate blast protection. The REVA was designed in
SolidWorks.
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Johan Jordaan of Powertech Transmissions,
Freek van den Berg and Hannes Pretorius,
both of Mecad Systems

Andre van Tonder, Roche du Toit and Rainier Joubert,
all of Osborn Engineered Products

Pieter Calitz and Nelson Dos Santos,
both of Gear Ratio BAE Systems with
Jose Loureiro Loureiro Design

Jan Jordaan and Bea Jordaan,
both of Roff industries
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Continuous workflow through improved performance
and quality
SolidWorks 2012 makes the design experience flow
more naturally, and without disruptions - meaning faster
designs with fewer errors based on features such as:
• Large design review - Allows instant opening and
review of massive assemblies or any individual component
with walkthroughs, sectioning and measuring without the
need for a high-powered computer or any special file
preparation.
• Feature freeze - Eliminates unwanted feature rebuilds
by locking all features above the "freeze" bar, speeding up
the design of complex models where rebuilding of specific
features isn't needed. Features can also be unfrozen at any
point.
• Equation editor - New equation capabilities allow
users to create equations faster and understand order more
easily, providing new levels of flexibility and productivity.
Significant improvements to overall product
development processes
SolidWorks 2012 increases productivity and streamlines
the overall customer product development processes with:
• Design costing - A flexible tool that automates
manufacturing cost calculations for sheet metal and
machined parts. Designers can make more informed
decisions based on cost throughout the design process
and continually model new scenarios for instant
up-to-the-minute manufacturing estimates.
• Sheet metal - Design from scratch or convert
customer 3D parts to sheet metal with new tools that
provide control over the unique challenges of working with
sheet metal - such as precise control of edge flanges,
including up-to-vertex end conditions. Designs can be
automatically flattened and documented for manufacturing,
with export to CNC and manufacturing equipment.
• Simulation - SolidWorks Simulation includes
enhanced motion optimization that automatically uses
motion study results to create sensors and refine complex
and time-intensive machine aspects such as motor size,
bearing loads and range of travel. Users can optimize
designs in a fraction of the time as they refine inputs and
immediately see changes to restraints or goals.
Extends support for collaboration and team
connectivity
As manufacturing becomes more global, design
collaboration between disparate teams is now more
important than ever. SolidWorks 2012 brings teams of all
sizes together through:
• Integrated search, customization, and wider support
with SolidWorks Enterprise PDM - Now integrated into the
Windows® Explorer, designers have easy access to favorite
searches and a full search tool. Users can also customize
the Windows Explorer UI to get faster access to the
information they need. In addition, SolidWorks Enterprise
PDM has new support for Office 2010 and an x64 web
client.
• Lifelike experience with 3DVIA ComposerTM Designers can take more control over their renderings for a
more realistic appearance. Enhancements include the easy
addition of part-to-part shadows, ambient occlusion and
shadows to 2D panels with precise control. A glow effect
can also be added to highlight specific areas of interest.
For more information contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 086 111 2236

Sanco SDM moving
column bridge-type mills

T

he Sanco CNC double column machining centres are
designed for large mould and mould base machining with
a maximum load of 24 000 kilograms. To meet the heavy
cutting requirements the machines are ruggedly constructed to
enhance rigidity and stability.
The table size varies between columns from 3 500 to
5 500 mm. Lengths start at eight metres and
increments are in two metre options. Standard is
the BT-50 spindle driven by a ZF 2- step
gearbox with a spindle
speed of 4000 rpm.
Machines also come
standard with 3-axis linear
scales along with a
German manufactured
pinion drive on the X-axis to
ensure backlash free
travels, a Renishaw
OMP60 probe for
workpiece
measurement and
tool setting

facilities. The
automatic
vertical/horizontal
tool changer of 60
is also standard but
higher variations are
optional.
Travel on the
Y axis is from four

metres to six metres and on the Z axis
1 100 mm with rapid feed rates on the
X/Y/Z of 10 metres a minute. Cutting feed
rate is one to 8 000 mm a minute.
Machines weigh between 95 and
175 tons.
For more information
contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351
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Coolstar end mills with
through coolant - Mitsubishi

M

achining titanium alloys, heat resistant materials and
stainless steels demands that the essential areas of
wear resistance, heat reduction and the correct
geometry are all addressed by the features designed into an
end mill.
To combat another of the primary concerns of these
difficult to machine applications, namely welding of the
application material to the cutting tool, a series of through
coolant holes that exit directly in the flutes in a spiral pattern is
featured in the latest extension to the Coolstar series. In
combination with a new flute geometry that is capable of
handling the extra flow of coolant
provided by the internal holes and the
increased amount of chips that are
generated, these features ensure that
the Coolstar range is equipped to
perform in the toughest of environments
such as when full width slotting milling of
stainless steels.
Conventional end mills were found to
suffer from chip jamming and excessive
heat build-up that caused severe welding
and tool breakage, especially when
performing trochoidal milling of a deep
slot. It was at these larger depths of cut

where the through coolant hole
arrangement was especially
effective compared to the
traditional pipe fed coolant
method that continually
struggles to supply cooling
against expelled chips flowing in
the opposite direction to which the
fluid needs to penetrate.
The whole series of cutters also
benefits from a highly rigid but tough micro-grain solid carbide
substrate. In addition the renowned IMPACT Miracle coating is
the final protective barrier against edge
softening heat and wear propagation; it
also adds reliability and tool life to an
already outstanding performer.
Available in 6 different finishing
types, 4, 6 and 8 flute square and
corner radii, and 2 roughing types, the
series has been expanded to include
2 new 6 flute smaller diameters of
Ø10 and Ø12mm.
For more information contact
Multitrade Distributors on
TEL: 011 453 8034

Vargus 14D carbide inserts add
new power to API round and buttress
thread production

T

he new 14D range of carbide inserts offered from
specialist cutting tool company, Vargus
Ltd. is specifically designed for the
generation of threads in API round
casings and tubings and API buttress
casings, which are produced en
masse for various applications in
the oil and gas production
industries. 14D is targeted at the
super-fast machining of
high-accuracy threads in
components with diameters
from 2 3/8 inches and upwards.
Such production and quality
benefits, which are also due in part
to the inserts' optimal chip flow
design, are courtesy of the innovative design of these
multi-tooth cutting edge inserts. The inserts feature a special
geometry and undergo advanced edge preparation techniques
for the production of high-accuracy profiles at maximum
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productivity and with optimal chip flow.
The comprehensive 14D range
inserts are double-sided and used for
internal and external machining.
When used in 14D holders, the inserts
have chip protection for the second
cutting edge.
The extensive range of tasks that can be
accommodated - at varying numbers of passes
(between two and five) - are a result of the wide variety
of Vargus toolholders, which feature a trapezium pocket for
a very precise and stable location.
Vargus can also provide users with recommendations on
appropriate insert grades and cutting data for use on
unalloyed, low alloy and high-alloy steels of up to 350 Brinell HB.
Vargus is the renowned manufacturer and supplier of
quality tooling for threading, turning, milling and grooving
applications, as well as hand deburring tools.
For further details contact Pilot Tools on
TEL: 011 607 1800

The Faccin HAV series of
hydraulic-electronic 3 roll plate
bending machines
Versatility, strength and precision all in one package!

F

accin Srl has been the undisputed world leader for
years in designing, manufacturing and selling plate
bending rolls, section bending rolls, dishing and flanging
lines for large dome ends. The Faccin product range represents
what is considered to be the most technologically advanced
bending rolls for plate and profiles available today.
The Faccin HAV series of hydraulic-electronic 3 roll
plate bending machines are generally described as a variable
geometry design. The top roll moves vertically within linear
guides, with the two lower rolls that move horizontally.
All these movements can be operated completely
independently of the other and all are balanced with the
tried and tested, world famous electronic balancing system
known as the EPS.
Having the capability of being able to change the roll
configuration the Faccin HAV rolling machine allows the
operator various benefits including:

As a result of the lateral movement for the lower rolls
the working height of the HAV is reduced considerably, subsequently the
Faccin HAV affords the operator the best visibility when rolling
• Rolling thicker materials on
a relatively small machine
• The possibility of
pre-bending more accurately than
even on a 4 roll machine
• The ability to feed the
plate into the working area
horizontally allowing the use of
feed tables on either side of the
machine

• The opportunity to create a wide range of cones due to
the ability to tilt/angle all three rolls.
As a result of the lateral movement for the lower rolls the
working height of the HAV is reduced considerably,
subsequently the Faccin HAV affords the operator the best
visibility when rolling.
The added benefit of a low working height is that no special
foundations are required for machines with a capacity of up to
40 mm this should result in considerable savings when
installing this equipment.
For full details contact Talmac on TEL: 011 827 6539
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Feeler vertical machining centres The HV-Series, VB-Series and VMP Series

T

he Feeler HV-Series VMCs, including HV-800
and HV-1000 models, offer high-performance
machining featuring 1G X-Axis acceleration
and 1.9 second tool change time in 800 mm or
1,000 mm X-axis travels. Roller guideways are on
the X and Y-Axes. A 15,000 rpm, 30 HP direct drive,
40 taper spindle, Fanuc 18i-MB Control with
4th Axis and 30-tool automatic tool changer are
standard.
The Feeler VB-Series VMCs are heavy duty
boxway machines featuring a high torque two stage
gearbox and spindles from 15 HP to 30 HP,
available in 40 or 50 taper. Models include VB-900,
VB-1100, VB-1300, VB-1400, VB-1650, VB-1900
and VB-2200. X-Axis travels range from 900 mm to
2 200 mm, Y-Axis travels range from 610 mm to
1,000 mm and Z-Axis travels are from 600 mm to
800 mm. A 30-tool automatic tool changer and
Fanuc 0i-MD control are standard.
The Feeler VMP-Series includes the
VMP-580, VMP-800 and VMP-1100
models with 10,000 rpm
spindles ranging from
15 HP to 25 HP. The
VMP-580 machine is
also available in an
APC pallet changer
version. Machines
feature linear
guideways on X and
Y-Axes and boxways on
the Z-Axis. X-Axis
travels range from
580 mm to 1 100 mm,
Y-Axis travels range from 420 mm to 610 mm and
Z-Axis travels are from 510 mm to 600 mm. The VMP-580

In November last year Thompson Machine Tools celebrated its
40th anniversary. Craft Machine Tools is a company within the
group. Pictured are some of the directors and family that are either
currently involved with the company or have been in the past.
Back row: Anton Zackey, Bill Mallet, Danny Thompson,
John Thompson, Frank Thompson; Front row: Patrick Zackey,
Philip Thompson and Fred Thompson

features a 24-tool automatic tool changer and the VMP-800
and VMP-1100 use a 30-tool automatic tool changer. A Fanuc
0i-MD control is standard on the VMP-Series machines.
The rigid Feeler VMCs range in weight from 3 000 kg to
22,000 kg and include a two year warranty. The full range of
Feeler machines encompasses vertical machining centers,
turning centers, bridge mills and boring mills. Feeler machines
are manufactured by Fair Friend Group (FFG).
For more information contact Craft Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 845 2030

Modular multi-tasking turning center
TMT 2000 series - Tongtai

T

ongtai's modular multi-tasking turning center
TMT2000-T3Y2 is ideal for turning and milling functions.
OP1/OP2 can be completed in just one operation process
with a twin spindle, thus avoiding work-piece loading and
unloading errors.
The 75 degree saddle makes the chip flow even easier.
The X/Y/Z axes (530 x 270 x 560 mm) are perpendicular to
each other and true linear Y axis, which make servo
compensation possible, ensure excellent positioning accuracy
and allows options for thermal compensation functions. The
TMT2000-T3Y2 also offers a platform for flat face milling due
to its one-axis linear movement. The multi-turret and
twin-spindle design boosts efficiency and productivity.
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Considering all these
unique features of the
TMT2000-T3Y2, it's
obviously your best
choice for complex
workpiece production to
achieve the highest value parts.
The machine is suitable for small and mediumsized parts including complex parts, from small volume to high
production. Automation is easily accomplished by a bar feeder
or a robotic arm with part storage.
For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360

More axis more possibilities
Okuma LT2000 EX

W

ith the new turning center LT2000 EX Okuma
addresses the manufacturer of complex and precise
chuck, bar and shaft parts from mid to large lot sizes.
The application benefits of the 11 CNC axes are visible on this
machine.
Okuma's highlight with two opposite main spindles and its
three turrets with XYZ axis and 16 tools each is
recommended for complex chuck work with high accuracy
demands up to 200 mm diameter, bar work up to 65 mm
diameter and shafts up to 700 mm in length.
Both main spindles are capable of being positioned as
a C axis with an accuracy of 0.001° and accelerate with
its 22 kW drives to maximum 6000 rpm. The torque
reaches 350 Nm. The transfer between spindles works at
any spindle speed. This saves non cutting time as well as
rapid speed of 30m/min in X and 40m/min in Z in
combination with turret indexing time of only 0.3 sec
(tool to tool).
All 3 turrets can be assigned to each spindle to freely
machine on each spindle and even monitor collisions. The Y axis
stroke is 95 mm. the driven tools' power is 5.5 kW and in a
range of 50 to 6000 rpm, the torque is 22.5 Nm. Alternatively the

Okuma LT2000 EX is available with
12 station turrets and 31.3Nm.
Designed for 3-shift
production, most Okuma
LT2000 EX machines will be
delivered with a gantry loader or

bar feeder. With
2.45 m depth and 4 m
width including the
right side lift up chip
conveyor, this turning
center is very compact.
The Okuma Control,
OSP-P200L offers an
open platform for data
communication, operation, Windows® compatible applications,
VBA-API, interfaces for example USB, Ethernet and many more.
For more information contact Forest Engineering on
TEL: 011 3974050
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Customise and utilise with
Sandvik Coromant's
quick change clamping units

W

ith the new quick change clamping units from
Sandvik Coromant you can maximise the amount
of actual machining time on your machine.
The clamping units utilise Sandvik Coromant's quick
change tooling system, Coromant Capto®, which has been
proven to dramatically reduce downtime with setup and
tool changing efficiency.
These new products are equipped to
channel high pressure coolant from the
latest CoroTurn HP cutting heads to
reduce temperature and improve chip
control.
With Coromant Capto Quick change
driven tool holders all application areas
can be covered with one clamping unit.
The reduced need for dedicated units saves
turret space and changeover time.

Key benefits
• Equipped to channel high-pressure coolant to the
latest Coroturn HP cutting heads
• Allow higher cutting speeds
• Longer tool life
• Improved chip control
• Machine-specific static or driven clamp units can be
supplied to suit virtually all modern CNC lathes and
application areas, reducing the need for dedicated units and
saving turret space and changeover time
Sandvik Coromant releases CoroKey for iPad
Sandvik Coromant has released a free catalogue App for
the iPad that is designed to offer you the best tools in your
machining applications that are easy to choose and easy
to use.
This will provide engineers, programmers and machinists
a convenient resource for finding the right inserts for your
drilling, turning, threading and milling operations. CoroKey
offers first choice recommendations for all material
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classifications in steel, stainless
steel, iron, nickel based
alloys, super alloys and hard
materials. With CoroKey you
get the safe, reliable
cutting data right on
the first cut.
The CoroKey
App considers
the work piece
material and the
type of
operation to be
performed and
will guide you to
the correct grade
and geometry for your
specific material group.
The CoroKey insert
guide is based on the
principle "easy to choose,
easy to use" and helps you to
select the best insert for the job
using this basic information. The App works with both metric
and inch measurements.
Users can get more information about the Sandvik
Coromant CoroKey App at www.sandvik.coromant.com/apps
New General Manager - Cameron Parker
Cameron has recently been promoted to the position of
General Manager - Sandvik Coromant South Africa. Cameron
worked at Ford Motor Company as a process engineer prior
to joining Sandvik
Coromant in October
2002 as an
automotive specialist,
and was responsible for
automotive support
working out of
Port Elizabeth.
Cameron was
promoted to Business
Development Manager
during 2004 and held
the position until 2006.
He then took on the
Coastal Sales Manager position until 2010, and relocated to
the Head Office in Jet Park, Johannesburg in August 2010 as
National Sales Manager.
Subsequently Cameron was appointed as the new
General Manager when the then General Manager Gerald
Green decided to leave the company and pursue his dream
to start his own Scuba Diving Charter in Mozambique.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008

Topdrill - The next generation indexable
drill from TaeguTec

T

aeguTec's Topdrill has been
designed and produced
through a new engineering
process to satisfy a growing
market demand for flexibility
and excellent performance.
The true 4 corner inserts are
suitable for both internal/external
pocket drilling thus reducing
inventory and promoting cost
reduction. The holder's prominent
flute shape with helix type
internal coolant ensures
chip evacuation and machining
stability.
Ideally configured cutting edges enable optimum
chip control minimising cutting load and ensuring
remarkable machining performance on conventional carbon
and alloy steel as well as difficult to machine materials,

Johan Coetzee of Dorbyl,
Annetjie and Chris Potgieter of Taegutec
South Africa,
Fransie Coetzee, Derick Manser of
Taegutec South Africa and
Marnie Steyn of Timken Engineering

Willie Nicolls and Gordon Haylett,
both of Camrox Trading
with Andre Pieterse, Johan Vermaak
and Hennie Le Rox, all of
Wilray Engineering & Mining
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including low carbon and mild
steel.
Topdrill has been built for
improved tool life and is
equipped with a new insert grade
for enhanced durability. This
is a standard full line series,
diameter ranges
(14.0 mm-26.0 mm) and
holder size available in 2xD, 3xD,
4xD, and 5xD type.
End of year celebration
In December 2011 TaeguTec
South Africa held its traditional 'End of Year' get together
for clients, suppliers and friends. Featured is a selection
of the over 300 attendees.
For further details contact TaeguTec South Africa on
TEL: 011 362 1500

George Current of David Brown,
Hendrik Strydom Senior and Hendrik Strydom Junior,
both of Wanderers Engineering,
Cobus van der Walt of Knight Sales and
Stephan Strydom
of Wanderers Engineering

Wynand and Henk Pieterse, both of
Midrand Engineering, Bryan Kirby Smith
of Taegutec South Africa, Hansie Smith
of Midrand Engineering, Pierre Goosen of
Taegutec South Africa and Warren
Marschand of Midrand Engineering

Ben Burger (left) and Craig Naidoo (right)
both of Taegutec South Africa with
Mike Noakes, Willem Potgieter and Gary Cooper,
all of Fluid Production Conveying

Chris Botha from Actom Switchgear,
Tammy Newman, Tommie Bezuidenhout
of Taegutec South Africa,
Melisa Botha, Fafa Botha from
Conax Manufacturing and
Carlie Botha of Z Manufacturing

January 2012

Diesinker EDM boasts precision
and productivity - GF AgieCharmilles

T

he developer of the new FORM 200 mS with a rotary tool
changer (RTC) said it advances die-sinking electric
discharge machining because it brings precise geometric
quality and increased lights-out operation to micro machining,
and other applications. GF AgieCharmilles stated it designed
the FORM 200 mS to optimize all aspects of micro machining,
including molds for integrated circuits, cavities for light-emitting
diodes, and detailed connector forms. Noting that the new
machine provides exceptional performance
on its own, the developer said
combining it with the
modular 16- to 160-position
RTC establishes greater
flexibility and speed for micro
component production.
GF AgieCharmilles
develops and supplies
laser ablation center,
wire EDM, CNC, and manual
diesinking systems and
high-speed/high-performance
3- and 5-axis milling
machines.

In addition to standard machining capabilities, the FORM
200 mS offers shops a high degree of autonomy thanks to its
easy-to-use interface, with functions dedicated specifically to
micro machining.
The FORM 200 mS has a MicroTEC discharge circuit
that is able to modulate power, as well as to maximize material
removal, while accommodating undersize (<20 µm) electrodes.
"Whether controlling spark energy according to electrode shape
or performing real-time spark analysis, the form 200 mS
provides around-the-clock monitoring and process optimization
for the highest levels of predictability and repeatability,"
the developer explained.
The FORM 200 mS also incorporates GF AgieCharmilles' iQ
technology, which increases efficiency and productivity by
reducing electrode wear at faster machining speeds than other
low-wear application settings. It's a technology that "practically
eliminates wear" by building a protective layer onto graphite
electrodes, maintaining their edges and detail capabilities
throughout the entire burn. The technology is especially
beneficial for electrodes producing the same cavity shape
multiple times.
For more information contact Retecon on
TEL: 011 976 8600

Xtra•tec® heptagon cutter F4045
available with medium pitch - Walter

T

he Xtra•tec® mill F4045 is fitted with indexable inserts
with 14 cutting faces and has been optimised for the
machining of cast iron materials. Walter has adapted this
tool with a medium pitch to weaker machines and unstable
clamping conditions.
Stable machines, workpieces and clamping
arrangements are required for achieving
maximum cutting rates. Only in such conditions
can a tool achieve its highest performance.
Because workpieces with complicated shapes
do not always permit rock-solid clamping,
many operators prefer to use less stable, yet
movable machining centres due to their
flexibility, and so a tool like the Xtra•tec®
heptagon cutter F4045 is used to its
full potential. To adapt the mill to
unstable machining conditions,
Walter is now offering the casting
specialist with a medium pitch.
In conditions of limited stability,
this variant also offers the
highest possible cutting rates,
because all of the other features
of the basic version were adopted.
Thanks to the negative basic shape,
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the 7-edge indexable inserts have a total of 14 cutting edges.
Because of the positive design of the cutting edges, the result
is, however, a soft-cutting overall geometry. The insert clamping
system with clamping wedge locks the indexable inserts
securely in their seats. Three geometry shapes - stable,
universal and easy-cutting - enable adaptation to a range of
different tasks. A particular feature of design ingenuity enables
quick insert replacement: The clamping wedge pivots after just
a few turns of the clamping screw automatically to the side,
making the indexable insert more easily accessible.
Above average cutting rates and tool life are guaranteed
not least by the cutting tool material available from
the Tiger•tec® range. The F4045 can be fitted
for example with the high-performance cutting
tool material Tiger•tec® Silver or with the
PVD Tiger•tec® grade WKK25 for especially
difficult machining conditions. Designed for
cut depths in the range of four to six
millimetres, the F4045 is the perfect solution
for the removal of material from cast iron
workpieces, for example
Both versions of the Xtra• tec®
engines, transmissions, and
heptagon cutter F4045: narrow
pitch (above) and medium pitch pump housings.
For further details contact
for weaker machines and
Spectra on TEL: 085 23 23 23
unstable machining conditions

Hypertherm adds the latest
advancements for metal cutting to the
MicroEDGE® Pro CNC

T

he introduction of advanced application
technology MicroEDGE Pro CNC with the
latest Phoenix® Version 9 Software is now
available. The MicroEDGE Pro is designed for
reliability and ease of use. Building on the
combined strengths and successful history of the
MicroEDGE CNC and EDGE Pro CNC, this model
delivers customisable performance for a broad range of cutting
applications to maximise productivity and profitability.
In addition to Hypertherm's expertise in plasma cutting
including True Hole™ Technology, recent advances in Phoenix
Software further expand the functionality of Hypertherm CNCs
for multiple plasma bevel designs, waterjet, and rectangular

tube/round pipe cutting.
Also new for MicroEDGE Pro is
Hypertherm's proprietary Hypernet
communication which quickly allows
connectivity between the CNC, ArcGlide torch
height control, and HyPerformance plasma or
HyIntensity™ fiber laser through use of an
Ethernet cable improving cut process setup. All necessary cut
process parameters can be embedded in the customer part
program in the CAM software to reduce setup time, while
eliminating common process errors and improving
productivity.
For further details visit www.hypertherm.com

Amada launches new CO2 laser system
incorporating a newly designed
rotary index system

I

n line with Amada's strategy of
contributing to their customer
success by increasing the capability
of its standard machinery range
thereby ensuring "Process Expansion", Amada took the
old concept of a standard rotary chuck axis, which was
loosely based on the way the older lathe units functioned,
redesigned the whole concept, taking into account the
weaknesses of the older concept, removing these, and
incorporating more process functional design base resulting in
a totally new rotary index system linked as an additional axis to
the highly successful FOM2 Flying Optic Laser Series of
Amada Lasers. This new model is named FOM2 RI 3015NT.
The FOM2 RI 3015NT is available in 2.5kW or 4,0kW
oscillator power sources ensuring thin
to thick plate flat sheet and tube
processing all on one machine
FOM2 RI 3015 (Rotary Index)
features:
The rotary index is an integrated
unit, allowing the cutting head to be
positioned near the chuck-minimising
the dead zone. Bowed pipe or tubing
can now be cut without vibration while
maintaining accuracy from end to end.
The innovative design expands process range capabilities
to cut a significantly wider variety of tubing and pipe.

Machines using 3- or 4-jaw rotary chucks cannot
process a similar range of materials without the use
of fixtures or collets. Amada's FOM2RI can process
round, square, rectangle, C-channel, and angle iron,
making it the most versatile rotary index laser cutting
system available.
Productivity is further enhanced with the use of
Dr. Abe Tube software. Many common shapes and
configurations are already pre-programmed making it very easy
to fabricate tubular structures that fit together for welding.
The cutting support roller is continually positioned by the
machine's bridge ensuring support at the cutting position while
the horizontal and vertical chuck position is fixed.
FOM2 basic features of the stand-alone flat bed machine
include a continual production system, stable
cutting throughout working range, drastic
reduction of setup time, one lens cuts all
function, oil shot pierce (standard), automatic nozzle cleaner (standard), HS-WACS standard
(for high quality and stable cut of thicker
materials, ensuring maximum material
utilisation with drastic reduction of cut
failure improving the heat affection area
of the work piece) and cut process
automatic monitoring.
For further details contact
Amada South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459
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High-performance bandsaws - Behringer

B

ehringer, a world-class provider of bandsawing machines,
circular cold saws and structural fabricating equipment,
has expanded its HBM series of high-performance
bandsaws to include the new HBM-SC series. The HBM440A-SC
and HBM540A-SC feature SC (speed cutting) technology which
enables ultra high-speed cutting of virtually all metals including
tool steels, stainless steel and other materials traditionally
presenting slow cut rates.
Productivity tests conducted at Behringer showed that
conventional band sawing machines with bimetal saw blades
can cut solid chromium-manganese material with a diameter of
150 mm at a rate of about 7 740 mm²/min. Adding a
carbide-tipped blade boosts this rate to about 12 900 mm²/min.
With SC technology installed, the approximate cut rate achieved
in the tests was near 50 000 mm²/min which is more than
quadruple the rate of a conventional bandsaw.
In plain terms a single bandsaw with SC installed can make
a cut in about a half a minute whereas a conventional bandsaw
might take up to two minutes. One of the saws with SC technology
can probably out-produce three standard machine saws partly
because there is a much higher
volume of filtered flood coolant
used, and also because the chip
removal system is capable of
handling massive amounts of debris.
To maximize cutting speed
capability Behringer has
dynamically re-engineered the
HBM saw frame so that it channels
the buildup of forces away from the
work area. This permits optimized
band clamping to reduce vibration
and increase precision movement.
Newly designed band guides are

fitted with nozzles which spray coolant directly into the kerf.
Coupled with a high volume coolant pump, this keeps blades
and materials as cool as possible during high speed cutting,
enabling longer periods of uninterrupted throughput, when
compared to conventional bandsaws.
The HBM-SC sawing blade downfeed is driven by a ball
screw powered with a heavy-duty gearbox and a high
horsepower motor with a torque drive of 35 HP. This provides
the controlled application of downfeed power required for
precise, accurate movement of the blade through the material
being cut.
Downfeed power is then balanced against blade wear via a
blade pressure monitor which is linked to a servo-controlled
cutting pressure sensing system. This power/pressure balance
assures that the material feed rate is always maximized
without overloading the blade. This results in the longest
possible blade life.
Because SC technology yields higher rates of stock
removal, an unusually high volume of chips are produced.
Two self-adjusting brushes clean the saw band while the saw
operates. Falling into a funnel
shaped flume, the chips are
guided to a dual conveyor in the
machine bed. This is a high
capacity, high efficiency chip
removal system allowing
operators to achieve and
maintain high productivity levels
without being forced to stop
work in order to clear the work
area.
For further details contact
Elquip Solutions on
TEL: 011 826 7117

Huron makes all the difference with
its VX range of 3-axis
vertical machining centres

D

esigned to meet ever-increasing demands for precision
and reliability in high-speed machining, the VX is
particularly suited to the manufacture of dies and
moulds in 3D or the machining of workpieces in small and
medium-scale production runs.
The concept is simple and performance exceptional.
Compact, ergonomic, powerful and precise, the VX offers
excellent cost effectiveness for milling, drilling, boring and
tapping operations in tool manufacturing sectors.
These C-frame machines are rigid, with a broad base and
ballasted column to absorb the effects of vibrations due to
cutting conditions. The moving table provides easy access to
the workpiece. The high-dynamic structure is made from quality
ribbed cast iron for constant accuracy over time.
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With its outstanding
machining performance,
this new range of machines
guarantees a very quick
return on investment.
They are equipped as standard with numerous accessories
to hone performance - CNC, cooling system, swarf conveyor
and 12 to 20-position tool changer - and are pre-equipped for
through-tool cooling. Other options designed to boost
productivity are available.
On the palletized version, a workpiece can be mounted in
and removed from the loading unit as a background task.
For further details contact EDM Shop on
TEL: 011 762 5231

